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The topic of place and space is becoming
increasingly popular in academic circles, so
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decided to approach it from several different
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including an exclusive interview with the
Canadian ambassador to Czech Republic, and
the introduction of a new MA study programme
North-American Culture Studies. In another
interview, we stop by at Cologne University,
which is our ERASMUS+ partner institution, and
you can even read a bit on Ireland. Geographical
places aside, we’ll also visit space in a review on
Becky Chambers’ sci-fi novel, and then land back
to Earth to discuss if there is still a place for racist
and rape jokes in stand-up comedy, the liminal
space of gender and what place women have in
today’s politics.
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From Canada to Mexico
in One Master’s Programme
By Anna Jílková

North-American Culture Studies is a new,
fresh option for MA students at the English
Department. Established in 2015 in cooperation
with the Department of Romance Languages and
Literatures, it focuses is both on linguistic and
literary aspects. Students can apply either for the
Spanish or the French module. Masaryk University
gives this major valuable support in study materials
and lecturers.

to be sent to either the United States or Canada.
The payback was in a remarkably high number of
diploma and PhD theses regarding issues in these
countries. And that was the real starting point.
Logistically everything was secured – courses,
library, teachers… So, it was easy to promote this
area even more. With a huge portion of passion
and interest in this topic, a completely new Master’s
programme was opened.

Where did the impulse come from?
The initiative came from both departments.
“During the 90s we formed a group of people
interested in Canada. And at the same time there
were experts on Latin America. So, we got an idea
to connect these two areas together,” explained
one of the initiators Prof. Petr Kyloušek from the
Department of Romance Languages and Literature.

Why is it attractive for students?
“My last year of bachelor studies came, and I had
to start thinking about my next steps,” said Denisa
Krásná, a student from the very first year of this
programme. During her bachelor study, she was
attending courses in both English and Spanish.
“When I was deciding about my Master, I was
considering options such as English or Spanish
Philology. I wouldn’t mind to study English but I
would miss Spanish. On the other hand, Spanish
Philology is too difficult and not quite the right fit
for me,” said Denisa regarding her decision to join
the programme. So, when this programme was
made public, she did not hesitate one moment – it
was the ideal solution for her.The content itself is
very interesting. The situation in these countries
changes every year – it is very dynamic. Students
deal with topical issues such as migration or
‘otherness’. They get detailed knowledge from
linguistics, literature and culture studies. After
completion of all the compulsory subjects, they
can pick some of the elective in-depth courses to
broaden their knowledge and sharpen their focus.

Who was at the beginning?
Apart from Prof. Kyloušek there were other
professionals supporting this idea. From the
English side, it was doc. Tomáš Pospíšil and Jeffrey
Alan Vanderziel. They collaborated with experts
from the Romance Studies such as doc. Lukavská
or Daniel Vázquez Touriňo. However, one person
which might not be officially recognised but who
spread the idea of focusing on Canada among the
people was Don Sparling. “I was included in the
pre-programme phase, more as an administration
capacity,” commented Sparling.
What did the pre-phase look like?
As Prof. Kyloušek said, people started to work on
this idea in the 90s. But it didn’t really take off till
2010. “Back around 2010 the Department of English
and American Studies and the Department of
English and American Studies and the Department
of Romance Languages and Literatures got a big
grant to create 40 new courses dealing with North
America,” said Sparling. This grant funded not
only new courses but also scholarships that enabled
students

What are the requirements?
This year is the second of the programme’s existence.
If everything works out, the first graduates will be
known by the end of summer 2018. “In the first
year there were only two students enrolled. But the
number is getting higher, the second year we had
seven students and the following one even more,”
explained Kyloušek,

Chichicastenango, Guatemala. Photo by Jiří Krásný

stating that the beginnings are always difficult. The
reason behind this low number is an insufficient
knowledge of languages. To be able to apply for
this programme, you need to understand not
only English but also either French or Spanish.
And that is where most of the students fall short.
“Unfortunately, this is not only about this major
but in general. Since the one-major studies prevail,
there is not enough students who can work with
the second language. They all study English and
are not aware how much another language can
be useful to them,” added Kyloušek. The ability
to read historical books in languages other than
English is very rare nowadays, not many students
are capable of that. “As a student of English and
Spanish, I was accepted automatically without
having to sit the entrance exam,“ says Denisa.
Applicants need to know the language to the level
so that they understand the literature but do not
need to master other skills in it. However, you can
be accepted even

without previous studies in these areas. Recently,
the requirements have been lowered slightly.
Spanish or French?
You need to choose two out of three modules. The
first one – the English module – is compulsory.
And then you need to decide whether you pick the
French or the Spanish module. The French one
focuses primarily on Canada but does not forget
small French-speaking areas such as Louisiana or
New England. Among the compulsory courses you
can find one focusing on Czech translations from
Quebec literature or one called The Imaginary City
– Montréal, Québec. The Spanish branch takes you
more south – California, Mexico, Central America.

You will learn for example about the
varieties of Spanish language or about
Mexican theatre.
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“The courses offered by the North-American
Cultural Studies programme are all very engaging
and there is not a single course I am not excited
about, “ Denisa says, showing her enthusiasm.
The main reason behind her satisfaction are
various class discussions and that cultural, literary
and linguistic courses are perfectly in balance.
However, if you decide on a Spanish branch, it does
not prevent you from taking the French courses
as well. “The programme motivated me to finally
learn French properly which enabled me to take
also elective French-taught courses offered by
the department.” Just because there is only a few
students you will avoid overcrowded classrooms
and enjoy the individual approach of lecturers.
“Everyone at the Department is very understanding
and supportive, and goes to great lengths to find a
solution to every obstacle,“ confirms Denisa.

North-American Culture Studies
And the plans for the future?
Denisa is slowly coming to the end of her studies.
“I am not sure yet if I will graduate on time, but I
am currently in the process of collecting resources
for my diploma thesis. It looks like my thesis will
be combining Canadian and Mexican literature,
and will hence truly represent the interdisciplinary
approach that this major promotes.“ And the
main focus for the future of the North American
Culture Studies? Keep moving. “That is the biggest
challenge right now. To stabilize the programme
and attract more students” observes Kyloušek.

“Once you get over this language barrier you
earn much more insight into discussed issues
and you will understand the connections”.
For additional factual information visit the
department’s website.

Chichicastenango, Guatemala. Photo by Jiří Krásný
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Internship in Cascadia Cross-Border
Law Firm in Bellingham, WA, USA
By Denisa Krásná

Last semester, I studied as an exchange student at
Western Washington University in Bellingham,
WA. I was fortunate enough to meet the head of
the Canadian Studiesdepartment David Rossiter
during my first quarter at Western who helped me
to look for internships in my field. I successfully
passed an interview at Cascadia Cross-Border Law,
a law firm specializing in immigration and Indian
law with offices in Bellingham, WA, Vancouver,
BC, and Anchorage, AK. As my Masters program is
in North-American cultural studies, the internship
at Cascadia Cross-Border Law was particularly
fitting because it combined both American and
Canadian studies. In my studies, I mainly focus
on indigenous issues, and Cascadia offered me the
opportunity to explore several areas of Indian law.
Greg Boos, the senior lawyer at Cascadia, specializes
in indigenous cross-border rights, an issue that I,
coincidentally, had researched for my American
Indian Experience class at Western Washington
University where I studied as an exchange student
last semester. I had previously focused primarily on
the southern tribes on the U.S.-Mexican border –
the Tohono O’odham Nation in particular – whose
sovereignty is now threatened by Donald Trump’s
proposed border wall. Therefore, I could apply this
knowledge in researching the situation on the U.S.Canadian border and compare the two borders. My
main task was to assist with research, updating,
and writing Greg Boos’ and Heather Fathali’s
paper on the Jay Treaty, titled “Canadian Indians,
Inuit, Metis, and Metis: An Exploration of the
Unparalleled Rights Enjoyed by American Indians
Born in Canada to Freely Access the United States”.
Moreover, I was helping to plan and organize a
conference on the Jay Treaty and its potential.
A major part of my research involved working
through 400 pages of archival documents from the
year 1794, regarding the Jay Treaty negotiations,
conducted primarily between John Jay, the Envoy
Extraordinary from the United States to Great
Britain, and Lord Grenville, the British prime
minister.

Denisa Krásná

Photo by Jiří Krásný

Denisa Krásná is an MA student of North
American culture studies, researching mostly
indigenous issues. Although she already holds a
Bachelor’s Degree in English and Spanish, her love
for languages led her to also study French at The
Open University in Scotland. Her biggest dreams
are equality for all species that inhabit this planet
and an eco-justice. She’s a travel and outdoor
enthusiast who enjoys hiking in all weathers,
climates, and environments. She loves watching
rain while drinking a cup of tea and knitting with
her boyfriend’s Scottish cats Emma (Goldman)
and Rosa (Luxemburg) on her lap. Living and
volunteering in Edinburgh Student Housing
Co-op only deepened her anti-capitalist conviction
and interest in the rights of minority groups.
She’s also obsessed with Lord of the Rings.
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A major part of my research involved
working through 400 pages of archival
documents from the year 1794

A seemingly tedious task of writing a synopsis
for each letter exchanged between the parties,
turned out to be both intellectually stimulating
and engaging. Not only did I learn to read a variety
of contemporary handwriting styles, but I also
got a chance to understand the legal processes of
that time. Since the Jay Treaty includes articles
regarding several pressing contemporary issues,
I learned more about how the U.S.-Canadian
boundary line was negotiated, how the merchants
trading to North America affected by the American
Revolutionary War were compensated, and how
other legal disputes were to be settled. Article III of
the Jay Treaty recognized that aboriginal peoples
of North America had always travelled across the
continent freely and that the boundary line settled
by the U.S. and Great Britain in the Treaty of Paris
could thus not apply to them, especially since a
great part of the boundary was established on
Indian lands. Moreover, Article III was agreed to be
permanent, and not to be abrogated by any war or
conflict. Nevertheless, as I learnt through further
research, Canada does not recognize the validity of
the rights laid out in the treaty and considers the
treaty partially nullified by the War of 1812, even
though the Treaty of Ghent of 1815 reaffirmed the
indigenous right of free passage (Boos et al. 347348). The treaty is still in force in the United

States and allows certain American Indians born
in Canada to freely enter the country and remain
there indefinitely (Boos et al. 345). However,
significant progress is now being made in Canada
with regards to the Jay Treaty. Looking into the
contemporary situation was another major part
of my research, and my findings are now being
incorporated into Greg’s and Heather’s updated
paper. I was happy to find out that in June 2016, the
Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples
issued a study titled “Border Crossing Issues
and the Jay Treaty” in which they pressured the
Canadian government to work closely with First
Nations on addressing the border crossing ssues
(7). The committee especially stressed the everyday
problems faced by the Mohawks of Akwesasne (9).
The committee recommended an appointment
of a special representative who would cooperate
with First Nations on finding possible solutions
to their problems (12). The Canadian government
responded to the report and appointed Fred Caron
as the Special Representative responsible for cooperation with First Nations (Senate of Canada). He
is supposed to report back at the end of this year. I
also learned from my research that Cascadia and
the Northwest Indian College are currently working
on spreading information about the Jay Treaty and
its potential. Together, they decided to co-host the
Jay Treaty conference which I helped to plan and

There is a great need for education on the
issue, as many American Indians are not
aware of their rights.

The Cascades by Denisa Krásná
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Cascadia Cross-Border Law by Denisa Krásná

organize. It was scheduled for May 21 and 22, but
had to be postponed to the fall due to the passing of
several Lummi members. As disappointing as this
was for all of us in Cascadia, we did not hesitate in
the decision to postpone the conference. As proper
several-day-long ceremonies are the Lummi tribe’s
tradition, it would have been against everything we
stand for not to respect the tribe’s traditions. Since
we still had some speakers flying in from as far as
Boston, I had the privilege to lunch with two of
them. As I was in charge of writing the speakers’
bios, I had already explored their work – which
definitely eased the conversation and centered
it around contemporary indigenous issues. On
several occasions in my internship, I had to deal
with what I find the most challenging aspect of my
field of study, i.e. balancing two of my fundamental
life philosophies. Although a firm advocate for
indigenous rights and decolonization, I am also
an animal rights activist. Raised vegetarian, and
gradually becoming vegan, I strongly disagree
with any form of animal exploitation. An inherent
respect for nature and the environment is one of
many aspects I admire the most about indigenous
cultures, including their traditional sustainable
ways of living. I also recognize the importance
of language and cultural preservation and will
always argue for both. That being said, I draw the
line at any form of killing, anywhere where it is no
longer necessary (obviously excluding the Inuits,

and other peoples who have little other choice).
For this reason, studying hunting and fishing
rights cases makes me uncomfortable because it is
expected from me to be naturally on the tribe’s side.
Similarly, reading about a study informing that
“the proportion of Alaska Natives allowed to hunt
marine mammals decreases” provokes conflicting
feelings in me (Dunham). The slow disappearance
of unique Alaskan cultures makes me sad, but
fewer dead whales makes me ecstatic. I will always
prioritize life over tradition, but I acknowledge
that this is a sensitive issue, and hence try to avoid
touching upon it in my research. I must note that
I greatly appreciated interning in a firm where I
was understood and where my life philosophy was
respected.
Being an intern for Cascadia-Cross-Border Law
firm was an amazing experience that greatly
contributed to my academic growth. I would never

Northwest Indian College by Denisa Krásná
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have expected to find an internship so fitting to
my studies, and for this reason, I am even more
grateful for this opportunity. I am confident
to say that I have improved my research skills,
gained valuable knowledge in many areas
– especially of Indian law, met important
scholars in the field and made many valuable
contacts. Greg Boos was always open to any
discussion and continues to email me any
resources that he believes I may find helpful
in my research. In return, I promised to send
him an English version of the new Winnettou
film. But most importantly, this internship
has showed me how I can practically apply the
knowledge gained in my degree program and
has motivated me to try to further pursue a
career in indigenous studies.

Internship in Washington
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“I Don’t Repeat Courses. That Would
Be Freaky!”
Interview with Hanjo Berressem
By Blanka Šustrová

Fairhaven, Bellingham, opposite Cascadia by Denisa Krásná

The English Department at the University of Cologne
in Germany has been a popular ERASMUS+
destination for many of our students. I have spent
my summer 2017 semester at the Englisches Seminar
I. (department focused on literature, culture and
linguistics) and to anyone thinking about studying
abroad at this department I can only say this: go!
I have picked courses focusing mostly on American
literature and culture and three of them were taught
by the chairman for American Studies, Prof. Dr.
Hanjo Berressem, a man who never teaches a course
twice, who describes himself as “the Pynchon guy”
and who agreed to be interviewed by me, despite the
fact I’d been already spending almost five hours a
week in his courses.
Looking at your research interests, you are not like
any other scholar I’ve met so far. Some stick to a
particular topic or time period but you have a huge
scope of interests and I didn’t really know where to
start. Maybe we can take it from the beginning. How
did you start as a student? What was the motivation
behind doing American studies?

Bellingham from above by Denisa Krásná
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When I started studying at university, my main
topic was art history and for the longest time,
almost after my BA, I thought I would do art
history. My second subject was English studies. I
was tendentiously more an art historian but then I
found out there were people, who were fascinated
more by the history of art than I was. At that time,
I spent about a year in Michigan, as an exchange
student and because that was more about American
studies, I switched to my second subject, American
literature. After that I stayed there because I felt I
was more interested in that topic. But I always had a
good interest in art history. And I think it is always
important to have a second topic. A lot of people do
American studies, but some do for example biology
with it, and I always had this kind of art historian
background which made my interests more diverse.

Hanjo Berressem

Photo by Alena Vrabcová

Prof. Dr. Hanjo Berressem is currently teaching
at the English Department (Englisches
Seminar I.), Faculty of Arts and Humanities,
University of Cologne. His research interests
include topology and literature, trauma studies,
modern and postmodern American literature,
poststructuralism, semiotics, film studies,
hypermedia, psychoanalysis and literature and
science. He is currently working on a project which
focuses on light in literature and other media.

You get more points of view.
Exactly. I have always had a strong interest in the
visual. And that helped me a lot because nowadays
I also have to teach film and media.
You have to?
Well, you are supposed to. Because if you do
American literature and culture, you have to do the
visual media. I cannot do just literature, because in
American culture, media are becoming more and
more important.
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The art history always helped as a kind of inroad
towards the visual. In Cologne, there are many
people who do media studies and go to my courses.
American film and quality TV are important today
so having a background in art history has always
served me well. I am lucky in that way.

Interview with Hanjo Berressem

Interview with Hanjo Berressem

Why did you decide to stay in academia? Have you
ever thought about doing anything else?

He is on the side of losers, but he is not so
sentimental about it. But you can feel deep down
that it’s all fun and games. Somebody, who is
lamenting about what we have done to the world. I
just like it. Everything he has written has been a joy
to read and to work on.

During your MA and PhD studies, you did a lot of
Thomas Pynchon.
I still do a lot of Pynchon! (Laughs) I’ll tell you an
anecdote. When I was an undergrad in Aachen,
it was not so easy and cheap to go to England, so
students would drive to England, buy a lot of books
and sell them at the Institute. It was so difficult to
get English books here, it was almost unbelievable!
And one of those books was a Pynchon book. I
started reading it, but did not understand it. It has
been always like that with me. Texts I could not
understand would fascinate me. And I always had
to do something about it! The same thing happened
with Jacques Lacan. When I read Lacan for the first
time, there was not a word I would understand.
I understand students who read Pynchon for the
first time and are like “what the hell?” but it is
worth it. It sounds stupid, but in a way, I always
took something difficult, worked on it until I
thought I had gotten it and then I needed to go
somewhere else. When I felt Lacan was “done”, I
thought “Well, maybe Deleuze is good because
I do not understand Deleuze”. It is a good way to
start because the texts you do not understand are
mostly very interesting texts. If you understand a
text immediately, there is no work, no excitement,
no journey. You always have to go from difficult to
difficult.
What do you find so fascinating about Pynchon?
That is a difficult question. I think he writes really
well, it is a joy reading it. The sentences are great. He
is extremely smart, and I think. . . he is a good guy.
It is very stupid to say that in postmodern times,
but the voice that you hear . . . it is like listening to
a song by Neil Young; his heart is in the right place
and I share his sentiments, and I always thought
that Pynchon really is a person who likes the world
and hates the things we have done to the world.

Prof. Berressem teaching at DEAS, March 2017. Photo by Alena Vrabcová

to shoot a film about Gravity’s Rainbow. But then
Pynchon’s agent, who is also his wife, Melanie
Jackson, said that only 20% of the film could be
based on Gravity’s Rainbow. So, it is almost like
a documentary and the Pynchon parts are just
about 20 minutes. And the rest revolves around the
rocket. It is a good movie! (Laughs)
It has 8 stars on imdb.com.

Prof. Berressem in his office. Photo by Blanka Šustrová

I was told you were in the movie Prüfstand VII,
which was based on components from Pynchon’s
Gravity Rainbow.
(Laughs) My time on the screen was about twentyfive seconds.
How can you even film Pynchon? Is it possible to
remediate Pynchon?
No, it is not possible. Well, you can do it, like in
Inherent Vice, but Prüfstand VII was about Gravity’s
Rainbow. It was made by a German filmmaker,
Robert Bramkamp. He wrote to Pynchon that he
would like
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I know! Isn’t that great? But my role is very limited.
And I have painfully found out that the older you
get, the more difficult it is to learn your lines. I was
filming in Berlin, I was there just for a day and I
thought I will just learn it on the train. It was not
long but I had such a hard time when we were
filming to get the words right, so I kept them up
most of the night. It was a good experience and
you know, Pynchon probably watched the movie at
some point so I had a “fan moment”.
I wrote my dissertation on Pynchon, and the
“Pynchon crowd” used to be quite small. People
know each other. And that is why I still do
Pynchon, he has been with me through my whole
career. I have a tip for students: if you want to stay
in academia, you have to develop one author and
one theoretical field for yourself. If you get to be
known as for example “The Auster Woman” or
“The Pynchon Guy”, that will keep you in a peer
group. You have to have an author and a theoretical
position. It is not just about networking, you also
want to have friends that you could talk about it. It
is nice to grow up with those people.

No. (Laughs) I did not. My life plan was: I am
going to study art history and English studies. But
then I became a student assistant. And I thought:
“You can live on the student assistant salary, you
could draw this out until you are probably forty
years old”. And if nothing had happened until that
moment, I could always become a cab driver. I
could become a cab driver but forty years of my life
I would have done what I really liked. I never had
any other interest. I was not interested in a job with
a lot of money. I do not think I would be happy
anywhere else.
I was lucky I had Pynchon there so I could
attach myself to him back then. It was a personal
thing between me and Pynchon. “You write – I
understand.” Everyone can say something new.
You just have to find your thing. And then, if you
are lucky – it is all luck – you get a job. If you do
not get a job, it is not your fault. I was lucky and
obsessed. You have to be obsessed, work hard for
ten years and then you have a chance.
The time aspect is maybe what students, who are
having an “academic crisis”, who may doubt their
contribution to the field, often don’t realize.
It takes time. I have studied forever! But you have
to study very intensively. But I have learnt that
pretty late. And – that also sounds horrible – you
must have a game plan. For example, if you want to
do American studies ou have to find an author to
publish on, you should do something on the 19th
century and 20th century, you have to have “your”
author and you should publish something on a
different medium. Because they will not take people
who have “only done Pynchon”. You have it tougher
than I had. People demand more nowadays. It used
to be a big deal when you published one article as a
student. Now, they ask you how many do you have?
What else did you do? But it shows that you are
dedicated.
Hard work, that is it.
But hard work that you like. Reading another book
that you like. That is a big privilege.
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I would like to ask you about the field of literature
and science because I feel sometimes it sounds
rather incompatible for some people. What is your
approach to literature and science?
Science is a thing I don’t know anything about.
But you have written about it! (Laughs)
I know, but it was the same as with Pynchon.
Reading Pynchon was like reading mathematics.
I did not understand a word. And I do not have
a science education. I was always bad at science.
Pynchon, of course, writes a lot about science,
so I had to learn through Pynchon. Trying to
understand him I had to learn some science. I am
more interested in certain aspects of science. I am
really bad at mathematics, except for topology. It
is about space so it interests me. It is more than a
mathematical problem. Geometry, topology. . . I
know enough to get by.
Then I got to know science historians and get to
know science enough to know about ecology. In
the 1980s everybody was doing chaos theory, so I
burrowed myself into chaos theory. And then you
see exactly these things are taken up by ecologists,
who talk about entropy. I have always used science
in relations to literature and philosophy. Scientists
are very clever people. (Laughs) So whoever is clever
or interesting, I want to read books by them. There
is nothing more beautiful than reading the 1930s
scientists – Schrödinger, Bohr, Einstein. . . They
are so clever and so simple and so unassuming. It
becomes philosophy, poetry. Any person, who is
an interesting thinker is worth reading. One has to
develop a taste for a good thought. You have to be
able not to judge but to feel. This is whatever “good”
means. I am still getting there! (Laughs)
In the interview for KAArdian you gave in March
2017, you mentioned you want to write a book or a
series on light. Where does that idea come from?
I don’t even know where the primal scene of that
was, when I got first interested in light. Probably
from Pynchon, he writes a lot about light. But every
writer writes about light. To describe the evening,
the morning. . .

Interview with Hanjo Berressem
I have just begun to read novels and every time it
mentioned light, I underlined it. I think many great
writers have beautiful descriptions of light.
So, you are approaching it from a stylistic point of
view?
That is how it started. But then of course film is
about light. The medium of film is light. I would
look at movies in terms of lighting.
To study light – that is such a huge scope!
I know. That is why I am thinking what to do
with light. You have to make it like five etudes or
something. You take five moments, chapters on
very specific things about light. The good thing
is, you can still write what you want to write. At
this point, if I go to a publisher they will probably
say: Yes, do that. So why not to write about five
approaches to light? Light in music, film, painting,
literature . . . Light as a medium. The history of
light. It is fundamental. It is where everything
happens. Light goes back to particle and wave. It is
quantum physics.
You could work on this for 50 years! It moves
through all the fields you can imagine.
I know. And in one point it will kill me. (Laughs)
But nobody has probably done the narrative of
light from that position. There is a physical, moral,
philosophical narrative of light . . . Enlightenment
– we are the light, the world is dark, we bring the
light to the world. But Deleuze says that the world
is light and we are the shadow in the light. All these
things are good to think about. I am looking
forward to it. At some point, I will stop teaching
because they will throw me out and then I will do
these books. Hopefully I have already published a
couple of things on light. Strategically. So, when
a publisher asks me what have I done about light
before, I can sayI have two articles out. On Faulkner
and on Bill Morrison, an experimental filmmaker.
He has made a beautiful move Light is Calling.
Do you prefer research and writing or teaching?
I really like to teach. It takes a lot of time, it has to
be prepared. I mean, doing both is cool. If at some
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point I will not be able to teach anymore, I will do
more research. I will teach until I drop dead. I love
it. And you get a lot of ideas while teaching and just
talking. It is fun.
You do a lot of teaching considering your position
at the department. You are the chair of American
studies, you do your own research and this semester
you teach five courses.
I do five courses every semester. The fifth course is
extra, I do not have to do it. But I still do. That is the
“Oberseminar”. It is just people who are interested,
they do not get any credit points. It is usually
students who write MA thesis or dissertation.
I had this course when I was doing art history
as a student. It is for people who are interested
in talking intelligently about difficult texts. It is
really challenging and beautiful. No pressure, no
credit points, no nothing. You do not wait whether
the people come or not because you assume that
whoever comes is interested. We do not even have
a plan, we just have two topics and it develops. We
take as long as we want for a text. This is why I do
this course. And then I do four “normal” courses.
It is stressful. And I do all this in three days so by
Wednesday evening I cannot even say a word. I am
dead. But it is fun.
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With the end of this interview approaching – do
you have any advice for us students?
If you do not like to read it’s the wrong job. It is
a hard job but also very rewarding. Never stop at
secondary literature. Never believe what secondary
literature tells you. Always go to the people who
did it. If you want to understand the abject, go back
to Lacan and Kristeva. Always go to the original
people. Everybody else is just maybe faking it. You
might not believe it, you might think it is stupid
but inherently, it is coherent. The system is clear.
Once you understand what they are after. And
then test the secondary literature. Always question
that and try to be one turn of the brain further.
Always look at what you think is going to be the
next step. And you have to be able to take people
along. To show them that you are fascinated
with this and love that and then they will
hopefully like it as well. Develop your own taste.

You are known for not doing the same course twice.
Every semester you come up with something new.
I don’t repeat courses. That would be freaky! That is
the only way I can learn. This semester I am giving
a course on Chuck Palahniuk. And I read the books
during the semester, just like the students do. I have
to read two hundred pages by tomorrow! I really
like Palahniuk and I would not have time to “just”
read him. So, I make a course! That forces me to
read him.It is not fun to do the same things over
and over. Sometimes I repeat the courses, maybe
after six years. There will be always a little bit of
Melville and Pynchon at some point. I always do
a course for everyone, including the media studies
students; a course that is very intensive – just about
one author, and a course that is very general – like
American Crime. The general courses are mostly
bigger but they are not as much fun as those
intensive ones. Those are for the people who want
to do literary studies the way I like it.

Photo by Alena Vrabcová
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The Handmaid’s Tale

Sounds like Something Written by
Margaret Atwood
By Petra Polanič

The political climate is eerie. You might wish to
use a clever literary reference to illustrate just how
dystopian the future could be. Orwellian, by now, is
a well-enough known term, present in most major
dictionaries. With the increasing significance of The
Handmaid’s Tale, both the 1985 novel and the new
award-winning series adaptation, Atwoodian might
be the adjective to choose.
Atwood’s speculative fiction has covered several
dystopian scenarios, from an environmental
collapse in the MaddAddam trilogy to the
financial crisis in her recent novel The Heart Goes
Last. Regardless, The Handmaid’s Tale, her first
dystopian novel, is still her most influential work.
Originally published in 1985 and nominated
for the Booker Prize in 1986, the has now book
reached a wider audience with Hulu’s television
series released in 2017.
The Handmaid’s Tale is set in the Republic
of Gilead, a regime established by Christian
fundamentalists within the borders of what used
to be the United States of America. One of its main
concerns is the rise of infertility, which means the
healthy children that are born are highly valued.
The same in not true for women. Offred, the
protagonist, is a Handmaid, a fertile woman forced
to bear children for infertile ruling class couples.
Women who are capable of conceiving and have
broken Gilead’s laws are given the option to either
leave for the colonies (where they would likely die)
or succumb to their education into Handmaids.
The series has modernized the story, including,
for example, using Tinder as one of the offences
of the sinful modern women prior to Gilead. In
the series, Offred (Elizabeth Moss) is explicitly
given the name June and her opposite, the Wife
Serena Joy (Yvonne Strahovski), has been made
younger, supposedly to allow for more focus on
the dynamic between them. With more characters
played by people of colour,

most significantly Moira (Samira Wiley) and
Luke (O-T Fagbenle), the series is more racially
diverse, despite addressing race directly. Offred’s
past becomes our present, making it even easier
to draw parallels to the current political climate
of the United States. Atwood herself actually has a
cameo role, appearing in the first episode as one of
the Aunts, whose function is to control and teach
Handmaids. Her brief presence is easy to miss, as
she only enters for a few seconds, just long enough to
slap the protagonist. She was a consulting producer
for the series, which ends at roughly the same point
as the novel. However, the series has been renewed
for a second season.
Petra Polanič
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Petra Polanič is an undergraduate student of
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The Handmaid’s Tale
Protest and Publicity

“Since the series began airing, people dressed as
Handmaids have begun appearing publicly in
the US and the UK.” Sometimes they hold signs
such as “Make Margaret Atwood fiction again!”,
on other occasions they just stand silently, their
presence being warning enough. As a response
to the Republican healthcare bill in June 2017,
for example, Planned Parenthood protesters have
appeared as Handmaids (wearing red cloaks and
white bonnets) in front of the Capitol. As Clarisse
Loughrey reports, there have been similar protests
all over the US, people dressed as Handmaids
attending both women’s marches and Senate
meetings, typically appearing when limitations on
abortion or contraception are discussed (Loughrey).
The protests also receive attention online, with
photographs tagged as #HandmaidsUnite or
#HandmaidsResistance being shared and retweeted,
sometimes by Atwood herself. The same is true of
the hashtag #HanwdmaidsInLondon, which was
used by Vintage Books, the novel’s UK publisher.
Prior to the series finale in July 2017, Vintage
arranged for six Handmaids to walk the streets of
Central London, with sight of major landmarks. As
Catherine Cowdrey points out, Vintage has seen a
significant rise in sales of the novel, following both
the inauguration of Donald Trump and the release
of the Hulu series (Cowdrey).
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is contrasted with the blue outfits of the Wives. Red,
however, is not just symbolic. If a woman is wearing
red clothes, she is very visible when attempting to
escape through snow, explains Atwood. In Gilead,
clothing is about control. The choice of clothing
is a matter of how you wish to present yourself.
This changes significantly when the clothing is
prescribed or has to be permitted by other people.
It is the difference between presenting yourself and
being presented by other people (“Fashion and
Fiction” 59:26 – 51:10). For Offred, the colour of
her dress is not symbolic as much as it is linked to
something physical. “Everything except the wings
around my face is red: the colour of blood, which
defines us.” (The Handmaid’s Tale 5). Her position
as a Handmaid is indeed determined by physicality
– that is, her ability to conceive – and as such it
cannot be erased by the removal of clothing. As
she undresses before taking a bath, she tries not
to pay attention to her body. She states: “I don’t
want to look at something that determines me so
completely” (The Handmaid’s Tale 61).

This has been true for dystopian classics in general,
not just The Handmaid’s Tale. Novels such as
Orwell’s Animal Farm and 1984 and Huxley’s Brave
New World have made a return to the best-sellers
list in the past year. As noted by Alexandra Alter,
the increase in sales began after the US election
as readers looked deeper into the mechanisms
of dystopian systems and the way information is
manipulated by them (Alter).

A Fashion Statement

By far the most explicit meaning conveyed by the
clothing in The Handmaid’s Tale is the colourcoding of women by purpose. As Atwood points
out in her interview with Rosie Goldsmith about
fashion and literature for Fashion and Fiction: “Red
is Mary Magdalene, blue is Virgin Mary.” (38:40 –
39:10). As a symbol of passion – sinful as the lives
of the Handmaids in the time before – red
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The Handmaid’s Tale

Fan art by darzalol

Though Atwood provides detailed descriptions
of the outfits in the novel, the series seems to
have standardized the visuals of Gilead. When
asked about protesters dressing up as Handmaids,
Atwood tells Tom Power that, based on the
costume, they could be either Hulu hires or regular
people (2:20 - 2:50). The outfit itself is easy enough
to come by on sites like Etsy and could be yours for
roughly 40 Euros The “Handmaid’s Tale inspired”
outfits, however, are not the only merchandise
you can find. If you are looking for a particularly
disturbing baby shower card, look no further.
The Sibylline Powers (of Observation)
A profile of Atwood written by Rebecca Mead
published in The New Yorker called her “the
prophet of Dystopia” in its title and the article
opens by linking her to the Half-Hanged Mary,
a Puritanwoman (unsuccessfully) hanged on
suspicion of witchcraft and supposedly Atwood’s

ancestor (Mead). The language around Atwood is
often that of prophecy and prediction (even more so
after the 2016 US presidential election). She prefers
her works to be described as speculative fiction
rather than science fiction, mostly because she
makes a point of including only ideas and practices
that have historical precedence or are current, as
was the case with the MaddAddam trilogy. As she
summarizes the plot of her novel The Heart Goes
Last in a radio interview with Shad, she notes
that the financial meltdown in the book is “unlike
anything that would ever happen in our world,
such as in 2008.” Fiction allows the author to take
something that is current reality and imagine its
next logical step (0:50 – 8:40). An early review of
The Handmaid’s Tale by Mervyn Rothstein for the
New York Times quotes her as saying that the book
was about her ancestors, Puritan on both sides
(Rothstein). Apart from 17th Century Puritanism,
the US Republican policies suggested in the

The Handmaid’s Tale
1980s were an important source of inspiration
for Atwood. Rebecca Mead notes that Atwood
collected newspaper clippings and historical
references that helped provide the background for
The Handmaid’s Tale – these materials have since
been donated to the University of Toronto (Mead).
The history of practices described in the novel have
to some extent been revealed in the novel. The final
section of The Handmaid’s Tale is a lecture by a
professor of Gileadean studies, who explains some
of the historical practices prior to Gilead while he
delivers his paper, questioning the authenticity of
Offred’s story. The dystopian Republic of Gilead
has fallen, and is, as the novel concludes, now itself
history. Atwood might be the prophet of dystopia,
but she definitely is not a prophet of the apocalypse.
In an interview with Shad, Atwood discusses
her decision to participate in the Future Library
Project. The project assumes that people will still
be around in a hundred years, that there will still
be books, and people will still have an interest in
reading them. Atwood is hopeful about the project
and submitted a text in 2015, to be published in
2114. (29:00-31:30). To say that something sounds
like it has been written by Margaret Atwood is to
say that, however dark and depressing, it is possible
and to some extent probable. Considering what
she has to say on speculative fiction, preventing a
dystopian future starts by reflecting on the present
and changing what “the next logical step” might be.
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Queer Liminality

Labels and Beyond
On Queer Liminality and Fuzzy
Edges of Identification
By Tereza Walsbergerová

Queer Liminality
When it comes to sexual orientation, for example,
there are many labels you can choose from
nowadays, besides gay/lesbian and bisexual.
Bisexuality is an identification which has been
around since the 19th century and while it is
undoubtedly more visible than other labels – e.g.
pansexuality and asexuality – there are still many
stigmas and stereotypes attached to it, which
indicates society’s reluctance to abandon the notion
of binary oppositeness in queerness.
Similarly, you may imagine gender as more of a
spectrum where masculinity and femininity are in
the opposite corners and one may also choose to
identify as genderqueer or agender. In addition, it
should not be forgotten that biological sex has not
been known as binary for a long time – recently,
intersex people have even started gaining more
visibility (not only) thanks to supermodel Hanne
Gaby Odiele, who has been speaking out about
being intersex.

As most societies still struggle to fully accept gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and trans people, new sexual and
gender identities keep entering the discourse, filling
the gaps in representation and aiming to secure a
niche in the queer community. While on one hand,
these “new” identification labels will perhaps in time
lead to a wider variety of queer representation in
the media, they also undoubtedly contribute to the
fragmentation of the community itself. This article
serves as both a general introduction to some of the
labels that have recently recently started entering the
mainstream as well as a focus on particular issues
and controversies related to these identifications in
the context of the queer community

Intersex flag
Organisation Intersex International Australia, Wikimedia Commons,CC BY 4.0

The impending death of binary oppositions
One thing is certain – the number of these “new”
identification labels show that it is necessary
to look at sexuality and gender as spectrums
and think about each particular label as
flexible and fluid rather than rigid. Therefore,
thinking about sexuality, gender, or even
biological sex as “binary” is no longer sufficient.

Thinking about sexuality, gender, or even
biological sex as “binary” is no longer
sufficient.

What is more, there are many who claim that
sexual orientation is merely one side of the
coin when it comes to interpersonal attraction.
According to AVENwiki, an offshoot of The Asexual
Visibility and Education Network and presently
the most comprehensive source on asexuality, “[t]
here are many forms of attraction someone may
experience”, namely sexual, romantic, sensual,
and aesthetic. While the concepts of sensual and
aesthetic attraction are more tricky to grasp, sexual
and romantic attraction are more straightforward.
All you need to know is if, and what gender(s) you
are romantically or sexually attracted to. Thus, a
single person may identify as e.g. “panromantic
asexual” (= asexual person romantically attracted
to people of all gender identifications).

There are many who claim that sexual
orientation is merely one side of the coin
when it comes to interpersonal attraction.
Asexuals and aromantics
It should therefore not be surprising that asexuality
and aromanticism are not mutually exclusive. In
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other words, not all asexuals are also aromantic.
According to AVENwiki: “[a]n aromantic is a person
who experiences little or no romantic attraction
to others”. This logically suggests that any sexual
person may also identify as aromantic.
On top of this, not all asexuals are celibate, as it
is stressed on AVENwiki. There is a difference
between sexual attraction and sex drive. The wiki
states: “[w]hen asexuals experience a physical desire
for sex (a libido), it is not connected to attraction or
desire to another person, and thus can be satisfied
without a partner”.
Since 2001, The Asexual Visibility and Education
Network (AVEN for short) has been defending the
rights of people identifying as asexual and offering
a platform (in a form of a discussion forum) for
them to talk to each other across the globe. In that
sense, it can be said that the asexual community
as a whole (similarly to the trans community)
assembled online.
Not even the asexual orientation/identification label
lasted long without becoming fragmented, though.
Nowadays, you might come across such identities as
demisexual (someone who only experiences sexual
attraction after creating an emotional bond with
another person) or gray-asexual, also known as
gray-A (someone who finds themselves somewhere
between sexuality and asexuality). In fact, there is
an online resource for demisexuals, gray-asexuals,
and those who are questioning their asexuality –
Demi Gray at demigray.org existing completely
separately from AVEN, which indicates a certain
need for this community to somehow distinguish
itself from the asexual community.
The question of whether this further fragmentation
of the asexual community (and therefore also the
queer community) will mean more diversity when
it comes to the representation of the community,
or whether the community is hurting itself by
constantly creating new labels, is in this case even
more poignant as the representation is already at its
minimum. Furthermore, there is also the issue of
whether the asexual community should belong in
the queer community at all, which has not yet been
definitely answered (and perhaps will never be) and
which also does not help the general confusion.
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Queer Liminality

Bisexuality x pansexuality
When it comes to pansexuality, which the MerriamWebster defines as “of, relating to, or characterized
by sexual desire or attraction that is not limited
to people of a particular gender identity or sexual
orientation”, you may ask a question pertaining to
the “impending death” of binary oppositeness in
relation to bisexuality, which even has “bi” in its
name.

Some could argue that bisexuality could be
regarded as an outdated label as it is still
connected with the binary view of gender.
Additionally, some may choose this label rather
than any of the more obscure ones simply because
it is better known amongst the general public and
therefore guarantees wider acceptance and stronger
representation in the media.

According to Bisexual.org, an American-based
project dedicated to the promotion of the bisexual
community in the world: “[b]y replacing the prefix
bi – (two, both) with pan- (all), poly- (many), omni(all), ambi- (both, and implying ambiguity in this
case), people who adopt these self-identities seek to
clearly express the fact that gender does not factor
into their own sexuality, or that they are specifically
attracted to trans, genderqueer, and other people
who may or may not fit into the mainstream gender
categories of male and female”. In other words,
people who identify as bisexual might have chosen
this label in order to express that while gender does
factor into their sexuality, they do not limit it

Mikusagi, Flickr, CC BY-NC 4.0

Ambiguity within ambiguity
Ambiguity and general unclarity are common
features of most queer identities and the
queer community as a whole. This is why any
questioning heterosexual people and those who
are experimenting with their sexuality (e.g. people
often labeled as “bi-curious”) will probably not
be included under the queer umbrella as it would
perhaps contribute to the further fragmentation
of the community, although the “Q” in LGBTQIA
(one of the most inclusive versions of the queer
community initialism) is often interpreted as
“questioning” rather than “queer” or as both.
Ultimately, everyone’s identity and identification
label as well as their “membership” in the queer
community is a matter of personal choice.
Additionally, not everyone is one hundred percent
confident in their identity and romantic/sexual/
gender identification and due to its “fuzzy edges”
as well as the “perviousness” (or fluidity) of the
labels it is not likely that the trend of fragmentation
will end any time soon.

“Asexuals resting during Stockholm Pride Parade 2012”.
A piece of cake is by many considered one of the symbols
of asexuality. Other symbols include the asexual flag,
ace of spades and ace of hearts cards, and a black ring on
a person’s middle finger.

Bisexuality is in the same dictionary defined as “of,
relating to, or characterized by sexual or romantic
attraction to members of both sexes”. Some could
argue that bisexuality could be regarded as an
outdated label as it is still connected with the
binary view of gender. In fact, there have been
those who argue that identifying as bisexual might
be considered “transphobic” as it does not include
any gender identifications beyond the feminine/
masculine binary.

Consequently, people outside the community
may perceive it as incomprehensible and unstable,
especially based on the influx of newly-emerging
labels, which is not likely to stop anytime soon.

to the feminine and masculine gender, which means
that they do not necessarily have to be transphobic.

Bi symbol
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Queer Liminality

Advantages of queer liminality
Despite this pessimistic scenario, there are still some
positives to the continual emergence of new labels
if one looks at it from insider’s point of view. The
obvious one is the option of an individual to carve
their own niche within the queer community and
to become secure in their identity, which certainly
helps maintain mental stability. Moreover, this kind
of hyper-diversity can be understood as antidote to
the use of generalizations and general labels while
referring to sub-communities (e.g. the use of “gay”
as a general adjective describing any member of the
queer community, which de facto erases everyone
in the community besides gay men).
Of course, most of these labels are still not
frequently used outside the “queer social bubble”,
so it might take a long time for them to integrate
themselves within the subconscious of the general
public. For now, they are mostly used internally
amongst the members of the queer community
online (e.g. on Twitter, Tumblr, individual queer
platforms, and in selected podcasts, such as Dylan
Marron’s Conversations with People Who Hate
Me).
Furthermore, while some of these labels have
recently gained more visibility in the mainstream
media – e.g. Bojack Horseman’s Todd Chavez
(Aaron Paul) came out as asexual in the latest
season on Netflix – it is still not enough to satisfy
the demand of the community.
As compensation, they traditionally appear in
fanfiction next to the better-known identification
labels. For example, Archive of Our Own – also
known as AO3 (currently the best-developed archive
of fanfiction online) hosts no less than 9,243 works
tagged with “asexuality”, 1,651 works tagged with
“pansexuality”, 1,097 works tagged with “intersex”,
and 1,402 works tagged with “agender”1.
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Additionally, thanks to the role of new technologies
including the internet and especially social
networks, members of the queer community have
easier access to more information and can more
easily communicate with each other in order to
compare their experiences.Ultimately, the numbers
of these labels will, based on the trend, probably
continue growing. Therefore, the only possible
vision when it comes to the future is continual
tolerance and acceptance of each individual’s
chosen identity as well as a persisting pressure on
the media to represent these identities in order to
bring them to the general public. The question,
whether the further fragmentation of the queer
community ends up hurting the community in the
end is therefore still up in the air, as it hangs on the
reaction of the general public.

Thanks to the role of new technologies
including the internet and especially social
networks, members of the queer community
have easier access to more information and
can more easily communicate with each
other in order to compare their experiences.
Natural development?
Based on all this, you might ask what are the
features of this kind of hyper-diversity within the
queer community in relation to time. While taking
on particular queer identification label (or more) is
certainly nothing new, it is possible to claim that
with the increasing relaxedness, not to say freedom,
regarding one’s sexual and gender identification,
younger generations today (i.e. millennials and gen
Z) have considerably more space to think about
their identity on a much deeper level. This would
help explain the growing numbers of queer labels.

pansexual pride flag
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1
Note: These numbers were retrieved from AO3 at the time of writing this article
and may continue growing in the future. Additionally, they do not indicate the
final/highest number of such works, as some authors may have tagged their works
incorrectly or differently.

Younger generations today (i.e. millennials
and gen Z) have considerably more space to
think about their identity.
JohiSm, Pixabay, CC BY 4.0
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Book Review: Becky Chambers

Arbitrary Humanity: The Long Way
to a Small, Angry Planet
by Becky Chambers
By Michaela Medveďová

manages to find a unique voice for each of them.
Time jumps between chapters and it is often
hard to trace. They are each marked with a date;
however, sometimes the chapter is more extensive
or the story simply becomes too engaging to notice
details. Some story lines seem a bit arbitrary and
forced – they come out of nowhere and afterwards
have very little space to spread out and evolve.

Jaymantri, Pexels.com, CC BY 4.0

A crew comprised of four different species, the
universe governed by a galactic government,
a wormhole-making spaceship travelling light
years away to an unknown world. The setting for
Becky Chambers’ The Long Way to a Small, Angry
Planet provides a seemingly perfect opportunity
for a breathtaking space adventure, filled with
chases and advanced weapons. It is very easy to
be tempted to take this road and join the ranks of
recently super-popular action-packed sci-fi films
that are the uncrowned cultural kings of the last
three decades. However, the 2015 book does not
quite jump onto this bandwagon. Instead, it opts
for the often underrated contemplativeness of the
likes of Phillip K. Dick.
Chambers uses the vastness and solitude of open
space, not to terrify or thrill her readers but rather
to slow down and tell an intimate, delicate story
about a group of different people. Chapter by
chapter, the tangled relationships among the the
crew of the Wayfarer become clearer. By doing so
one also learns about their personal backstories,
and unveils the surprising conflicts that are hidden
in their personalities. Each story is unexpected and
often cruel but also beautiful in its own way. By
switching narrators, the author enables the readers
to dive into the individual stories of the characters.
Although Chambers does not necessarily alter her
language when distinguishing the characters, she

Another weaker spot is, in fact, a positive trait
of the book. It is filled with so many species and
topics that even more than four hundred pages
are not enough to handle them with sufficient
care. Kizzy the technician serves as an example of
a seriously underdeveloped character. Thanks to
her carefree personality and quirky habits she is,
for the most part of the book, used solely for comic
relief. Thus, there is not enough space devoted to
the post-traumatic disorder she acquires later in the
book and no resolution is given to this storyline.
However, the need for more background might be
well fulfilled in the successive novels. The sequel A
Closed and Common Orbit was published in 2016
and the third volume on its way.
The greatest strength of this book lies not in
an exciting story or compelling characters – it
simply forces the reader to think about humanity,
intelligence and empathy, and life itself. By mixing
humans with other species, Chambers seats them
in front of a mirror and lets them ponder about
what they see, and a reflection may not be pretty.
The species Chambers created in the book come all
with a detailed description of physical features and,
more importantly, their customs, traditions, and a
way of life. The writer explains their cultures in
similar depth as an excited anthropologist would.
It is clear that she immersed herself fully in the
story in the process of writing, and has extensive
knowledge about the galaxies she has created. As
the story progresses, other species are described so
well that nobody would question their existence. If
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the reader were part of the crew, they would also
get to know their crewmates over time.
Aboard the spaceship, the human race comes into
contact with different, arguably more evolved
species, and this leads to a somewhat disturbing
feeling. When human culture is perceived and
assessed by aliens, uncomfortable truths come
to the surface and the book shows the arbitrarity
of culture. For instance, the essential maternal
instinct is shown to be a result of a pure chance in
the process of evolution. In this sense, the book is
some true food for thought. It allows humans to see
themselves in a new light. It is not an easy task and
this book is not one of those we read and instantly
forget. In order to enjoy it, one must leave their
sense of human centrism behind.

When human culture is perceived and
assessed by aliens, uncomfortable truths
come to the surface and the book shows the
arbitrarity of culture
The willingness to see humans as a tiny part of
the huge universe is rewarded by an accurate
evaluation of human history. Even in the company
of many different species, it is the human race
that is among the most bloodthirsty and reckless
of species. People weaponized for their own gain
and destroyed everything they had. However, the
author offers a brighter future - a new start on
different planets. The damage humans did to Earth
and each other is impossible to change; but in the
respective histories and fates of the species that
surround humans in the book, we can see different
possibilities of how our race can come to an end.
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The quiet and contemplative atmosphere of
the book is disrupted only at the very end. The
action sequence during which the production of
a wormhole gone wrong proves The Long Way
may actually have been a great adventure story,
had Chambers intended it to be. It is messy, fastpaced and unpredictable, and at the same time
not extremely challenging to follow. However, the
action is not there just for the sake of it. In the
closing sequence, some of the stories culminate in
a heart-wrenching way. The emotion captured by
the author is tear-jerking but definitely not cheap.
In fact, it represents a truly raw climax to the story.

Thanks to the mixture of adventure and
philosophy, the book can be given high
praise.
Thanks to the mixture of adventure and philosophy,
the book can be given high praise. The Long Way to
a Small, Angry Planet is, indeed, unputdownable.
It reads extremely well and the readers will find it
easy to relate to characters and live out their stories.
If there is someone who did not finish the last page
of the book and sighed with a wishful thought to
be aboard of the Wayfarer, please raise your hand.
I hope the sequel is just as good. This book is
definitely not perfect but it is as close as it can get.

This book is definitely not perfect but it is as
close as it can get.

The damage humans did to Earth and each
other is impossible to change; but in the
respective histories and fates of the species
that surround humans in the book, we can
see different possibilities of how our race
can come to an end.
SpaceX, Pexels.com, CC BY 4.0
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TV Show Review: Timeless

Fighting for the “Right” Version of
America
Timeless Review & Analysis
By Tereza Walsbergerová

Time-travel, popular historical figures, and light
humor, but also mystery, conspiracy, and corruption
at the very root of America’s past... The American
TV series Timeless, created by Eric Kripke
(Supernatural) and Shawn Ryan (Lie To Me), is a
seemingly straightforward time-travel procedural
packed with popular history trivia, stereotypical
characters, and overused television tropes, yet its
intricate plot also hides a chilling conspiracy theory
which is so entangled with the story of America
itself that it is often not clear where the truth lies.
This article offers a structured review of Timeless
along with an analysis of its portrayal of the role of
paranoia in American history.1
Soldier, historian, and programmer walk into a
time machine
After a mysterious man, Garcia Flynn (Goran
Višnjić), steals a time machine “the Mothership”
constructed by Connor Mason (Paterson Joseph),
Homeland Security’s Special Agent Denise
Christopher (Sakina Jaffrey) decides to hire an
unlikely trio of people – Delta Force operative
Wyatt Logan (Matt Lanter), historian Lucy Preston
(Abigail Spencer), and programmer Rufus Carlin
(Malcolm Barrett) – to follow Flynn in an earlier
prototype of the machine called “the Lifeboat”.
Together, they travel to various key events of U.S.
history (e.g. the Hindenburg disaster, the Alamo,
the Moon landing, the Watergate scandal, etc.)
trying to catch Flynn and prevent him from
altering American history in any way.

them to be embodying certain stereotypes, as is
the case of Connor Mason, whose portrayal is, at
times, dangerously nearing the “black and nerdy”
TV trope, or copies of characters Kripke has
used before, as is the case of Wyatt Logan, whose
mannerisms, behaviour, and even sense of humor
closely resemble Supernatural’s Dean Winchester.
Moreover, as the screenwriters struggle to get all
of the exposition and character introductions
“out of the way” so they can fully concentrate on
the development of the show’s intricate plot, some
scenes come off as “awkward” or even “forced”.
One such scene takes place in “Party at Castle
Varlar”, when Conner brushes off his ownership of
a giant storage-room (i.e. “the Wardrobe Dock”)
filled with costumes from different time-periods
and geographic areas of the world with a simple:
“It’s better to have and not need than need and not
have, and it doesn’t seem like these missions are
ending anytime soon, so...”2.
Of course, having to explain how he managed to
obtain such a large amount of historical costumes
would take up way too much time. On the other
hand, Connor’s justification – i.e. the prediction
that the Lifeboat missions will be happening for a
long time in many different time-periods (as that
is literally the premise of the show) despite the

While the premise may sound intriguing to
history enthusiasts and time-travel fans, Timeless
is undoubtedly one of those shows where you
have to be patient and wait for everything to fall
into place before you can start truly enjoying the
story. Just like with any other procedural show, it
takes a while to warm up to the main characters
– in Timeless’ case, this is even more poignant, as
before they start developing, you might consider
1
Warning: The following text may contain spoilers revealing some
important plot points.
2
“Party at Castle Varlar.” Timeless, Season 1, Episode
4, NBC, 24 Oct. 2016. Netflix, www.netflix.com/
watch/80164480?trackId=200257858.

Eric Kripke in a Revolution panel at SDCC 2013
Thibault, Flickr, CC BY-SA 4.0
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fact that their mission is to catch Flynn as soon
as possible, came incredibly close to breaking the
fourth wall, which may indicate lazy writing and
should not be overlooked. In fact, not commenting
on the Wardrobe Dock at all may have been the
smarter choice here as the audience could have
filled the gaps themselves quite easily.
Yet another take on time-travel
When it comes to time-travel narratives, there are
several concepts that screenwriters can choose
from, and this choice depends on several factors
(e.g. the writers’ preference or compatibility with
the setting). With Timeless, the writers opted for a
simpler option, so that they could concentrate on
the plot rather than the scientific element of the
show. Thus, its time-travel concept can be summed
up with just a few words – and it is, in fact, by
Connor when he states: “[i]f you get a powerful
enough gravitation field, you could actually bend
it [the fabric of space-time] back on itself, creating
a kind of loop, that would allow you cross over to
an earlier point”3. This clear suppression of the
scientific element does not come at the expense of
the show however, as this pretence has already been
drained by countless films and television shows.

In contrast to some popular shows and
movies that deal with causality, Timeless is
all about changing history by disturbing key
historical events.
Timeless focuses on causality rather than timetravel. In contrast to some popular shows and
movies that deal with causality, such as Doctor
Who, where one cannot really change key events
in history as they are considered fixed points in
time and space – e.g. the eruption of Vesuvius
in “The Fires of Pompeii” – Timeless is all about
changing history by disturbing those same events.
In this manner it is more similar to Back to the
Future, although there the action performed in the
past only has minor effects connected to selected
few who are considered insignificant in the course
of history, compared to what might happen in
Timeless if an important historical figure dies when
they should not have, or does not die when they
should have.
3
“Pilot.” Timeless, season 1, episode 1, NBC, 3 Oct. 2016. Netflix,
www.netflix.com/watch/80164477?trackId=200257859.
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Never say never (again)
Similarly to Kripke’s Supernatural, there is also
a considerable lighter side to Timeless which
counteracts its heavy topics. While Rufus cannot
be really described as the comic relief of the show, it
is he who is often the centre of the comedic scenes,
due to his awkward and socially inept character.
Additionally, as he is black, a large portion of the
comedy is devoted to the situations he finds himself
in as he travels into America’s past: “On a scale
from Million Man March to Mississippi Burning,
how safe do you think I’m gonna be out there?”4
Excluding these instances, much of the humor is
not actually centred around the characters, but is
rather connected to American history and popular
culture. For instance, in the pilot, when the trio
travels to the Hindenburg disaster in 1937, Lucy
makes the first of many pop-cultural references
on the show when she introduces herself to a
police officer as “Nurse Jackie”. Similarly, Rufus
introduces himself as “Denzel Washington” in
“The Assassination of Abraham Lincoln” when he
runs into a group of black soldiers on the street.
This use of pop-cultural nicknames thus becomes
an inside-joke between the characters on the show
and the audience.
Many of the encounters with key historical figures
can also often become the source of humorous
situations. For instance, in “Party at Castle Varlar”,
the trio runs into a mysterious man with British
accent in a German Gestapo-frequented pub. The
man is revealed to be Ian Fleming, the author of
the James Bond series. When the trio returns back
to the present, they find out that Fleming wrote a
book about their entire encounter titled Weapon of
Choice. Correspondingly, in “Lost Generation”, the
trio meets Ernest Hemingway, who spends most
of the episode drunk. Other humorous encounters
with popular historical figures include e.g. Harry
Houdini, Al Capone, Katherine Johnson, or John
Wilkes Booth.
United States of Conspiracy
Paranoia and conspiracy are definitely among the
main underlying themes of Timeless. While it can
be safely said that they are a current topic all over
the Western World at the moment, conspiracy
and America have always been intertwined. Based
“Pilot.” Timeless, season 1, episode 1, NBC, 3 Oct. 2016. Netflix,
www.netflix.com/watch/80164477?trackId=200257859.
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on what historian Richard Hofstadter says in his
book, The Paranoid Style in American Politics and
Other Essays5, we could even say that the paranoid
style is coded into the American DNA. Of course,
it has not just emerged out of the blue. Hofstadter’s
theory is that the roots of American susceptibility
to paranoia lie as far as France, and specifically
the French Revolution, which some believe to be
connected to the Illuminati. (10) While there is
no evidence that the Illuminati ever made it to
America (12), there were those who believed in a
“triple conspiracy of anti-Christians, Freemasons,
and Illuminati to destroy religion and order” (12)
and also those who were “convinced that the US
were a victim of a Jacobinical plot touched off by
Illuminism and that the country should be rallied
to defend itself against the machinations of the
international conspiracy.” (13)
Masonry itself became one of the most suspected
secret societies in America, even spurring an antiMasonic movement in the 1820s (16). Hofstadter
adds, that “[t]he conflict between secrecy and
democracy was felt to be so basic that other, more
innocent societies, such as Phi Beta Kappa, also
came under attack” (16).

skeeze, Pixabay, CC0 BY 4.0

The Hindenburg disaster, May 6 1937

Paranoia has become basically ever-present in
American politics with a considerable increase
during the rise of mass media, which helped
amplify these fears and spread panic amongst
people much faster. It increased even further after
WWII in connection with Cold War, Korean War,
and McCarthy’s communist scare. In his book,
Hofstadter points out the similarities of this scare
to the scares emerging in the 19th century America
and thus reaffirms the continuous presence of
paranoia in American politics (26).
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Lies and deception
Many episodes of Timeless could be in fact
considered examinations of increases of paranoia
in American history. The assassination of Abraham
Lincoln, the Watergate scandal, Benedict Arnold’s
betrayal, the Moon landing, the communist scare…
all of these events are connected to conspiracy
theories and paranoid thinking, which the authors
are using to their advantage.

Suddenly, the trio has to decide whether they should
continue obeying their orders and keep going after
Flynn who has been going after Rittenhouse the
entire time (as opposed to try and destroy America
as they had been told), or whether they should help
Flynn eradicate Rittenhouse instead. The problem,
however, is that by eradicating Rittenhouse, they
would also fundamentally change history (and thus
change America), as some of the most prominent
members of the organization are at the same time
key figures of America’s past.

At the most basic level, paranoia on Timeless is
represented by deception, when at first seemingly
insignificant lies and secrets become crucial plot
points. For example, when Flynn confronts Lucy
with a diary that she is going to write in the future
and informs her that they will one day collaborate
against a common enemy, the authors in one bold
move make the audience both suspect Lucy – the
main character of the show – of conspiracy and at
the same time realise that Flynn may not in fact be
the villain after all. Suddenly, it becomes difficult
to tell who are the actual heroes and if there are
even any.
Comfreak, Pixabay, CC0 BY 4.0

Similarly, when it is revealed that the entire time
Rufus’s real mission has been to secretly record
Lucy and Wyatt, it is another shocking revelation
for the audience, as Rufus is from the start perceived
as a kind of “innocent” character who only became
part of the team by default.
In this manner, the authors are very skillfully
playing with the audience’s trust by keeping them
on their toes; as soon as you become comfortable
and happy with all the information you have, some
new information is introduced that completely
turns your understanding of the story upside down.
Examples of this are the revelation of Lucy’s father’s
identity and the last scene of “The Red Scare” in
which Lucy’s mother completely discredits the
entire season with one line of dialogue.
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According to the show, members of Rittenhouse
included e.g. Thomas Edison, Henry Ford, Charles
Lindbergh, and Joseph McCarthy. The first
mention of Rittenhouse appears in the pilot during
the confrontation between Lucy and Garcia Flynn.
At this moment, neither Lucy nor the audience
has any idea what it means. Each episode leads
the heroes to another clue, though, and by “The
Watergate Tape”, Rittenhouse is finally recognised
as the true villain of the show.

Conspiracy and America have always been
intertwined.

At the most basic level, paranoia on Timeless
is represented by deception, when at first
seemingly insignificant lies and secrets
become crucial plot points.
5
Hofstadter, Richard. The Paranoid Style in American Politics and
Other Essays. Harvard University Press, 1996.
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Rittenhouse
Perhaps the most important element of Timeless
is then the theme of secret societies – or more
accurately, one secret organization called
“Rittenhouse”. As is apparent from Hofstadter’s
book, secret societies have always been objects of
paranoia to the point of obsession in American
history. It is therefore not surprising that they have
also become a part of American literature and
popular culture. From The Crying of Lot 49 to Fight
Club, the concept of secret societies, organizations,
clubs, and cults keeps reappearing again and again
with paranoia as the common theme.
In Timeless, Rittenhouse is a secret organization
founded by David Rittenhouse in 1778. While the
man himself actually existed (he was an “American
astronomer and inventor who was an early observer
of the atmosphere of Venus”), the organization is
fictional. Its aim, based on its actions in the show
so far, is to take over America and rule over its
people from the shadows.

At this point, the main motivation behind the
Lifeboat missions, and therefore the skeleton of
the show’s procedural side, pretty much shatters
– another bold move by the writers. What is the
“right” version of history? What is the “right”
version of America? What are we actually fighting
for?

According to the show, members of
Rittenhouse included e.g. Thomas Edison,
Henry Ford, Charles Lindbergh, and Joseph
McCarthy.
Un-canceled and renewed
Timeless was canceled by NBC after the first season
due to low ratings. According to Deadline, “[b]y
Thursday [11 May 2017] morning, fans’ reaction to
the cancellation of Timeless had
reached fever pitch, with them rallying to save the
show while Sony TV was trying to find a
new home for the series on a cable or streaming
network.” Consequently, Timeless was un-canceled
that same week and according to Kripke’s tweet,
renewed for another 10-episode season due to air
in Summer 2018. Despite some of the setbacks,
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johnhain, Pixabay, CC0 BY 4.0

Timeless has thus apparently managed to draw a
passionate audience and has also been praised for its
smartness by critics, which predicts a bright future
for the show. All in all, it can be said that Timeless
has great potential to rank amongst the best timetravel shows in the history of television, especially
if it leaves behind shortcuts and stereotypes and
continues leaning heavily on its theme of paranoia.

That way, it can maintain its niche amongst other
procedurals and sci-fi shows that are currently
airing.

What is the “right” version of history? What
is the “right” version of America? What are
we actually fighting for?

Tuur Tisseghem , pexels.com , CC BY 4.0
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Sarah Silverman’s Shock Comedy
By Blanka Šustrová

What makes people laugh? Is there still a space for
racist and rape jokes in today’s comedy? Why do
comedians even go into this realm of taboo comedy
material and what is their point? These questions
and many more were discussed towards the end of
September 2017 in an intensive course taught by
Thomas Clark, a specialist on stand-up comedy from
Tübingen University. In the following article, which I
submitted as my final essay of the course, I will show
you how certain comedy mechanics work and how
is it possible to “read” stand up by analysing a part
of Sarah Silverman’s stand-up routine from 2005,
which I believe is still relevant twelve years later.

In 2005, Sarah Silverman, an American stand-up
comedienne, writer, actress and producer released
a film called Jesus Is Magic, which was a mix of
her stand-up routine in front of a live audience,
satirical songs backstage and “behind the scenes”
parts that give the whole film a narrative frame.
A. O. Scott, who wrote a review of Jesus Is Magic
for The New York Times suggests that Silverman’s
comedy relies on the incongruity between her
appearance as a “reasonably pretty, nice, middle
class Jewish girl” and her material, in which she
jokes about rape, racism, sex, infanticide, religion
and the Holocaust. Scott considers it important
to mention the incongruity between Silverman’s
good looks and her stream of profanities and
political incorrectness, pointing out that it is just
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her appearance is what creates the humorous
incongruity and not that she has a funny material
itself. This opinion still builds up on the bias
towards women in comedy and especially in standup comedy, that women can be either pretty and
boring or funny and ugly.
In 2007, two years after Silverman’s Jesus Is Magic
recording and after several decades of women in
comedy, journalist Christopher Hitchens published
an essay in Vanity Fair magazine in which he argued
why women are not funny, stating that “humour is
more natural, pervasive and highly developed in
men than in women…There are very funny women
comedians, he conceded, but they tend to be ‘hefty,
or dykey or Jewish, or some combo of the three’”
(Mizejewski 11-13). All these types of women are
somehow considered un-feminine, seemingly
unappealing to men and therefore inherently
funny. Silverman, who is Jewish, sharp witted
and intellectual (traits not historically connected
to a performance of femininity) and according to
western beauty standards also pretty, crushes the
“either pretty or funny” possibility. She knows
this “female in comedy dichotomy” very well and
occasionally plays upon it, satirizing the view that
a woman’s ultimate goal in life should be staying
pretty and slim. For example, after an anecdote
from Jesus Is Magic (circa 00:56:57 – 00:57:47), in
which she told her half-black boyfriend that he
would make a really expensive slave, an exclaim
that she wholeheartedly means as a compliment
and after he was shocked by her statement, she
explains to the audience that although she said
that, she cannot control what he hears. And the
punchline of this racist story being “I don’t want
you to think I’m racist. I just want you to think
I’m thin”. But it is mostly her material that can
create humorous incongruity itself, her good looks
as such do not matter, unless she decides to use
it as a basis for satire. In his review for The New
York Times, Scott suggests that: “everything she
says is delivered through enough layers of selfconsciousness -- air quotes wrapped in air quotes
-- to make anyone who finds it offensive look like
a sucker”. In the rest of this essay, which analyses
roughly a minute and a half of Silverman’s routine
from Jesus Is Magic, it will be explained why the
aforementioned comment is just a superficial
evaluation of Silverman’s comedy (which could be
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comparable to Lenny Bruce in terms of the shock
method of humour) without any effort to dig into
the social criticism Silverman tortures her audience
with.
Laughter is an uncontrollable expression of pleasure.
One explanation of why people laugh is because of
a sense of superiority over the one we laugh at, an
explanation that was supported by Plato, Aristotle,
Hobbes and Bergson (Rappoport 15). Silverman
establishes the superiority-inferiority relationship
with her audience at the very beginning of her set by
humiliating herself and immediately determining
her role as a comedian. She talks about how people
are formed by their dysfunctions that just melt in
and create a person’s character. According to her,
comedians are formed by humiliation. She reveals
that she was a bed wetter until her teen years,
that she is very hairy and that she was raped by a
doctor, which causes a few shocked laughs from the
audience. But this still works as a build up for the
punchline – she was raped by a doctor, but she is a
Jewish girl, so she rates the experience as bittersweet
(00:07:27 – 00:08:25). That is where the stereotype
about Jewish mothers wanting their daughters to
marry well, preferably to doctors, comes into play.
So being raped by a doctor is a success. The first
level of humiliation comes from the fact she was
raped. The second level emerges from the Jewish
punchline – Jews still think it is good to be raped
by a person with good social status, if the victim is
a woman.
At this point, Silverman establishes her position
in relationship to the audience as inferior. She is
a Jewish woman and a victim of rape which her
ethnic group considers a good thing. What
follows is a shocking critique of the mostly white
audience in front of her, using a character
of a racist, white, privileged Jewish girl and the
method of shock comedy. In Krefting’s introductory
chapter of her book All Joking Aside: American
Humour and Its Discontents, she claims that “shock
comedy seldom includes thoughtful cultural
critique and instead gains favour and audience
loyalty by appealing to a sense of antipolitical
correctness” (18). However, Silverman manages
exactly that critique of culture throughout her
political incorrectness and casually racist jokes.
The power relation between the audience and the

BreakingTheWalls, pixabay.com, CC BY 4.0

comedienne changes rapidly. “To make an audience
laugh meant you had control of them in some way”
(Tomlin in Mizejewski 27) and control over anyone
can be only gained when in a superior position.
During her gig, Silverman is standing up, which is
a posture that “assumes status and power as well as
qualities of aggression and authority” (Mizejewski
27) but Silverman can and does take control of
the audience mainly verbally with her shocking
punchlines which Joan Rivers, a comedy legend,
claims to be very difficult for a woman (Mizejewski
27). Silverman “mobilizes hew Jewishness in a
stunning and high-risk satire of bigotry and white
privilege” (Mizejewski 22).
Using a transcript of roughly one minute thirty
seconds from Jesus is Magic (00:13:13 – 00:14:36)
and analysing it by lines, it will be explained how
Silverman’s humour mechanics work.
“I’m not a kinda hoydie-toydie girl. I don’t want
jewels. I’m not like…I don’t really! I’m not into
jewellery or anything. I’m such a hypocrite. There’s

a jewel that I think is…I sound like a jap. There is
one jewel that I think is stunning. That I…It’s just
a classic. By jap I mean Japanese. But it’s a…It’s just
gorgeous, you know. And it’s really…it’s rare. You
know, it’s only found like on the tip of the tailbone
of Ethiopian babies. They debone the babies. I know
that sounds so bad when you say it out loud. But
no, if you saw it…so worth it. You know it’s like…
how do I even describe it…Like if a diamond had
that new born baby smell. Worth it. I have a moral
issue with it, obviously, ‘cause they are treating the
unions that debone the babies really bad.”
In the set-up, Silverman is trying to break the
Jewish stereotype of having an obsession with
money as she feels the need to deny the wish to own
expensive jewellery four times. But then, by her line
“I’m such a hypocrite” strengthens the stereotype
even more – it doesn’t matter how many times a
Jewish girl will tell herself not to like jewellery, she
will still want it because she is Jewish.
The line “I’m such a jap/JAP” should work in
a similar way. Jap or JAP is an abbreviation of
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Jewish American Princess, an offensive term that
Merriam-Webster defines as “a stereotypical wellto-do or spoiled American Jewish girl or woman”.
But Silverman turns it into a racist joke, when
she explains that “by jap [she] means Japanese”
and therefore weakens the notion of herself being
a spoiled white girl, while on the other hand
strengthens the racism embedded in her character.
At the beginning of the set, when she establishes
her Jewishness, she is not afraid to go into the realm
of racist jokes with the assumption that she can be
racist because she is also a member of an ethnic
group that has been prosecuted and systematically
murdered for centuries, and therefore, although
Caucasian, she is not a part of the privileged first
world (post)colonialist discourse.
Silverman’s character claims that she does not like
jewellery, except this one precious stone which
is “only found like on the tip of the tailbone of
Ethiopian babies” – this exclamation together with
Silverman putting on an embarrassed apologetic
facial expression generates a few shocked laughs,
especially from men in the audience. Yet, the
punchline is about to come: “They debone the
babies. I know that sounds so bad when you say
it out loud. But no, if you saw it. . .so worth it”
(original emphasis).
Instead of surgically removing the precious stone
(which is horrific enough), they debone the whole
baby. The verb debone here has a very interesting
function – it compares Ethiopian babies to a piece
of meat and therefore it dehumanizes them. They do
not kill the babies, they do not murder them, they
debone them like a chicken. Also, the enigmatic
“they” at the beginning of the sentence could mean
either another Ethiopians who are killing their own
children or white capitalists executing yet another
genocide purely for monetary purposes. At the end
of this chain is a consumer, who knows about all
this and yet buys the jewel, absolutely indifferent to
its origin. Then, Silverman apologetically says that
it sounds so bad, when it is said out loud, which
means that if the problem of exploiting third world
countries by Americans is not talked about enough,
no one thinks it is bad. “But no, If you saw it. . .so
worth it”. This may be also interpreted in two ways
– either it is worth to see the precious stone even
though new born babies are killed or it is worth

Sarah Silverman’s Comedy
to see the actual deboning of the Ethiopian babies,
a statement, which has an incredible shock value.
Silverman pushes the punchline into the absurd
when she is trying to justify her want for this
irreplaceable jewel by exclaiming that it is “like if
a diamond had that new born baby smell. Worth
it” (original emphasis). It is not the look of the
jewel which makes it desirable but the smell of the
murdered new born that accompanies the precious
stone, the notion that a customer can pay for a
murder of a helpless human being.
The climax of this part comes when Silverman says
she “has a moral issue with it, obviously, ‘cause they
are treating the unions that debone the babies really
bad”. Not only there is a huge incongruity between
what is she expected to say and what she really says
but it is a hugely ignorant statement. Silverman’s
white, privileged character, in an attempt to sound
humane and cover up the fact she likes the smell of
killed new born, is focusing on the wrong part of
the problem, on the unions who work to improve
the conditions of the workers who debone the
babies, not on the new born, dying because of the
vanity of the wealthy and paying customers.
Looking at the audience reaction during this part
of the stand-up, one does not hear that much
roaring laughter or clapping. Although some of the
punchlines are not timed perfectly, it is the shock
value of the material and no time for relief/release
that cause the absence of laughter that could last
for several seconds. The release and relief theory
of humour does not work here as prior to laughter,
when the comedian must create an arousal of
tension (Rappoport 19). Silverman does that, but
she piles up the tension, presents more and more
horrifying statements and the climax is not strong
enough to wash away all that has been said before
and relieve the audience. What fits better is the
ambivalence theory which “suggests that laughter
occurs when we experience conflicting feelings
or emotions. Such ambivalence can follow from
an incongruity between emotional states … [or]
from the simultaneous experience of incompatible
emotions” (Rappoport 17). The audience, watching
this part of Silverman’s routine experiences
something between the joy from the absurd and
the horror of hearing about deboning babies,
which creates shame, not only as a result of the fact
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they are laughing about murdering children, but
also from the point when they realize they are part
of the capitalist consumers that buy products that
were made by exploited populations of the third
world. Silverman’s audience is predominantly white
and of mixed gender. They are the type of people
Silverman parodies with her character. They all
live in a first world capitalist country, they all profit
from the cheap labour of third world workers, who
work in incredibly horrible conditions and often
die from hunger and diseases and who might even
sell their children (who bear precious stones at
the tip of their tailbone, as Silverman suggests) in
order to survive. They are the people who would
buy the rare jewel Silverman’s character wants so
much, if they could and did not know how they
were made – and wealthy people do actually buy
blood diamonds from South Africa for example,
even though they know the history behind them.
Silverman deliberately builds her routine like a
distorted mirror. Her character, that of a spoiled,
racist and politically incorrect Jewish American
Princess is, of course, hugely exaggerated, which
creates the comic effect of shock and incongruity.
But the fundamental base of her character - a
white, casually racist, rich person enjoying the
white privilege and the possibilities of global
capitalism or it could be even said neo-colonialism
that literally sucks the life out of the third world
countries, in the mid 00’s America is a reflection
so biting and shocking for the audience that it
rarely laughs longer than 3 seconds. Silverman’s
humour is not edgy and radical because she often
uses racist slur and jokes about deboning new born
babies to get pretty jewels just to create shock and
be considered to be “brave enough” to say “what
she really thinks” and to invite the audience to
laugh with her at the capitalist exploitation of the
third world countries and genocide. Her comedy is
about making her audience masochistically look at
themselves comically and shockingly exaggerated
through her character on the stage.
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“During the time of my career, there
have been some very extraordinary
changes”: Interview with Her
Excellency Barbara C. Richardson
By Makéta Šonková and Anna Formánková
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Although not as much talked about as with the U.S. or the U.K., Canada, too, shares long-cultivated ties to
our country, and these ties have been growing strong recently. Partly, it might be thanks to the charismatic
Prime Minister of Canada, Justin Trudeau, it might also be thanks to the new foreign trade agreement
between Canada and the EU, the ongoing academic and personal interests of people in academia and
historians – after all, our very Department of English and American Studies is a shining example of that –
but it definitely is thanks to the charismatic and bold new ambassador to the Czech Republic, Her Excellency
Barbara C. Richardson.

and very broad relationship. Furthermore, Canada
celebrated a 150 years anniversary this year since
Confederation, while the Czech Republic will be
celebrating 100 years since the beginning of the
former Czechoslovakia, and it is just a really nice
moment for me to be the ambassador here.

Returning to the topic of Canada – and you actually
already briefly touched upon that – this year is
quite special as Canada celebrates 150 years of
Confederation. Do you think that some of the events
that were held in Canada have helped boost its
public image worldwide? And is there still something
we can look forward to here in the Czech Republic?

Her Excellency was appointed to Prague in October 2016 and since then, she has been actively pursuing
her agenda. In our interview, she said she is interested in business ties between our two countries, female
empowerment, and strengthening the cultural relationship and heritage that we share. If you examine her
agenda, you can see that these are not just empty words. Moreover, if you look in her CV, one cannot be but
impressed. Talking to her on and off camera was a pleasure, as Madam Ambassador can switch with ease
from very serious political topics to Canadians’ passion for ice hockey.

I am very proud that there are academics
around the world who are interested in
Canada and make it their specialization.

I think by virtue of the fact that we have a very
popular, very well-known, very charismatic Prime
Minister (both laugh), our profile has probably
grown on the world stage related to that, and I
believe also related to some of the policies that we
have been speaking about, and Canada’s position
related to some of the important issues for the
global community as a whole. But we had enormous
number of activities in Canada throughout the
course of the year, and there will be more until the
end of this year. Here in the Czech Republic, we have
also had a number of very special and wonderful
events. We have had cultural events, for example
we had the Toronto Symphony here playing at the
special event recognizing the conductor of the
Canadian symphony orchestra, who came from
the Czech Republic. We had a special event here at
Masaryk University with the academic world, with
the Canadianists – I am very proud that there are
academics around the world who are interested in
Canada and make it their specialization. I am here
in Brno to talk to them today. We have a Canadian
Days event that is coming up in Prague soon as
well, and number of events we are bringing in; the
focus there is on our indigenous people, we are
bringing in an Inuit artist. We have a feature on
Leonard Cohen, of course, our famous singer that
many people around the world know, who passed
away, sadly, and then in Moravia we have another
Canadian Days coming up in November. So there
is a lot of events. And just last week, I hosted, in
my home, Margaret Atwood, who is a beloved
and famous Canadian author, and she was here
to receive a Franz Kafka literary prize. We were
extremely proud of that.

You can also watch the interview on our YouTube channel.

Canada’s 150th anniversary celebration in Waldstein Gardens
in Prague. Courtesy of Embassy of Canada to Czech Republic,
used with permission.
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It is so nice to hear. Now, I would like to talk a bit
more about you. It is quite customary that each
ambassador has a topic on their agenda that they
might feel strongly about, or that they want to
prioritize. Is there any such topic that you would
like to pursue in depth?
Well, of course, one of the topics which is important
for me as well as all the Canadian ambassadors in
Europe is our new EU-Canada Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement – CETA – as it is
referred to. So trade is something that is obviously
very important to me and my time here. I would
love to see us being able to demonstrate the
advantages of that agreement. And personally, I
am interested in women’s issues; I am interested
in issues that we were just briefly chatting about
before we started talking on camera, related to the
advancement of women into more senior positions
and positions of influence and power. Also, we
focus on issues around immigration and diversity,
because we feel Canada has some experience in
this area since – as I mentioned before – we are a
country of immigration. Therefore, we have a lot of

This year, we celebrate 75 years of diplomatic
relations between our two countries and Canada
also hosts the second largest Czech expat community.
What do you think were the crucial milestones in
Czech-Canadian relations?
We have quite a lengthy relationship between
our two countries, which I am happy to say. And
actually, I am surprised to have discovered that
in the 1880s the first Czechs came to Canada. We
are a country of immigration, so thus began the

movement of Czechs to Canada. And then there
were several waves of Czechs coming to Canada: in
the 1940s, around 1956, and then again in 1968. And
then after the Velvet Revolution in 1989, we were
able to open more extensively our relationships and
broaden them so it was not just us sheltering political
dissidents, but it was also a very important program
related to trade, to our diplomatic relationships,
and to our multi-lateral relationships, because the
Czech Republic is an important partner for us in
that form as well. So it has allowed us to have a full

I think by virtue of the fact that we have
a very popular, very well-known, very
charismatic Prime Minister, our profile has
probably grown on the world stage.
expertise and I hope we can help other countries
to perhaps share some of our lessons learned in
relation to that aspect.

There is actually one more thing that both Canada
and us have very much in common and that is ice
hockey. (both laugh) Moreover, Jaromír Jágr just
signed with the Calgary Flames. There is even an
official term “Hockey Diplomacy”. Do you believe that
sport relationships can actually help with diplomacy?

Interview with the Canadian Ambassador to Czech Republic

Ambassador Richardson with Czech Minister of Industry and Trade Jiří Havlíček upon
approval of CETA by the Czech Chamber of Deputies. Courtesy of Embassy of Canada
to Czech Republic, used with permission.
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For the past several months, the U.S. has been
rather isolationist in its foreign policy conduct.
And among other things, the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership negotiations (TTIP)
have been suspended. On the other hand, as you
already mentioned, the provisional application of
EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA) has just been approved. Do you
think it can bring Canada a bit closer to the European
continent, into the position predominantly held by
the U.S. for the past several decades?

No question (laughs). And you are in international
relations, you may have studied about “ping-pong
diplomacy” as it is called between Richard Nixon
and China.
Yes.
So yes. Hockey diplomacy is something real,
it is something that makes us feel that we have
relationships before we even met. It is a shared
passion, there is no question the Canadians are
passionate about hockey, but I discovered so are
Czechs. And I will share something that I heard
Jágr say after he was signed by the Flames in
Calgary – which happens to be my hometown. So
I am delighted to have heard that. And I actually
tweeted – when he was in this period of negotiations
– to all the Canadian teams “Please, could you
please sign Jaromír Jágr?!” (both laugh). So I am
really happy he was signed by a Canadian team.
But he said this: ‘In the U.S., 8,000 people come for
a fun time and to watch hockey. In Canada, 15,000
hockey experts come to the game and they criticize
everything about every team, so you are either hero
or not in Canada’. But he will have a wonderful
time because he will be embraced by Calgary and
he will find that everybody he meets anywhere is a
hockey expert.

Well I hope so. We have a natural relationship with
Europe. Many of our ancestors, in fact most of our
ancestors, came from Europe. Mine did. And the
ancestors of almost everyone I know did. We share
values, we share a view of the world. And with
CETA, what we – both on the Canadian side and
on for example the Czech side – our governments
recognize that it is extremely important that we
demonstrate to the citizens the importance of
such trade agreements, and why they can work,
and the difference that they can make for people
of each of our countries. Because we are extremely
proud of that agreement as it is not a traditional
trade agreement, but it also recognizes the issues
important to citizens and protecting their social
rights, their cultural rights, their control over their
own issues and regulatory frameworks. It is much
broader than the traditional trade agreements and
it might prove that to both our people and through
the agreement we will develop a lot more ties.
Well I am looking forward to that.
So am I.

Hockey diplomacy is something real, it is
something that makes us feel that we have
relationships before we even met.
I would like to go back to one of the topics you
already mentioned. Because Canada is also one
of the world leaders in promoting gender equality
and supporting women’s rights. You currently have
a female Governor General, the fourth woman to
hold the post. Furthermore, Canada’s offices abroad
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are taking action to empower women. Even though
roughly half of the current Canadian members of the
foreign service are women, do you feel you might still
be perceived differently within your line of work than
men in the same position? And is it still more difficult
for a woman to get heard in the diplomatic circles?
During my career, there have been very
extraordinary changes. When I started in the
foreign service, there were very few women in
senior manager positions. I would say it was rare, in
fact that is how few there were. And it was the same
with female diplomats, female ambassadors. So at
the early days of my career, I was not aspiring to the
position of ambassador, because it never occurred
to me that it might be possible. There weren’t
any role models or they were extremely limited.
Today, as you may know, our Prime Minister has
made it one of his priorities to increase gender
parity across government, and foreign service
is one of those areas in question. Plus this year,
as well as last year, at least 50% of our appointed
ambassadors are women. And I think that’s where
change really comes from – leadership from the
top. There can be a will to make changes, there
can be an interest in creating the opportunities for

women, but it often takes the person in the position
of power to make it happen. Until the last decade,
people in the positions of power were men and they
often didn’t think of this. Now that women are in
positions of power I hope there will be some sort of
organic change, but when there isn’t, then we need
somebody like our Prime Minister who has said:
‘I will make that happen’. And your readers might
be familiar with this quote, or with the moment
when he was asked on the steps of Rideau Hall,
which is where our Governor General is, where he
introduced his cabinet. The question was: ‘Why do
you have 50% in your cabinet as women this time
for the first time?’ And his answer was: ‘Because it
is 2015.’
I remember that.

At the early days of my career, I was not
aspiring to the position of ambassador,
because it never occurred to me that it might
be possible.
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And I think that says it all. We shouldn’t have to
explain or defend or rationalize anymore why more
than 50% of our population shouldn’t be equally
represented in all industry. But it certainly is
changing, and women like you, who are interested
in international relations, are going to continue to
make a difference.

Barbara C. Richardson

We shouldn’t have to explain or defend or
rationalize anymore why more than 50%
of our population shouldn’t be equally
represented in all industry.

Her Excellency with Don Sparling, one of our very own Canadianists. Courtesy of
Embassy of Canada to Czech Republic, used with permission.
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And my very last question – to finish on a less serious
note – how do you enjoy studying Czech?
(laughs) Well. “Enjoy” I would say is not the word.
(both laugh) It is a very challenging language and
I found it extremely frustrating because I had an
assumption that I would be able to learn Czech.
Not easily, but that I would be able to learn Czech,
however, I discovered it is going to be a lifelong
endeavor, and it is something that is probably a
special aspect of the Czech Republic and Czech
people – the fact that they can speak it and so few
of the rest of us can (laughs). But we try, and our
Canadian officers take training in Canada before
they came out, as I do, and we continue with
private lessons; and what I am being really happy
about here is even if we try a little bit to speak
Czech, the Czech people are very understanding
and they welcome our efforts and then they switch
to English. Because I think it is painful for them to
talk to us in Czech (laughs).

Women in Politics

Barbara C. Richardson (B.A. University of
Alberta) has extensive travel and work experience
outside Canada. Following graduation, she
spent two years working and touring the South
Pacific, Australia, and New Zealand and then
overland travel from Singapore to Nepal to
London. On return to Canada she worked at the
University of Calgary and then began her career
in public service with the Canadian Human
Rights Commission in Alberta and North
West Territories. She joined the Department
of External Affairs and International Trade in
1988 and moved to Citizenship and Immigration
Canada in 1992. While there she was head of
Planning and Analysis for the newly created
International Service Group and she also served
at the Canadian Embassy in the Philippines and
as the Director of the Access to Information and
Privacy Division which processed the largest
volume of requests in the federal government
at that time. She re-joined the Department
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade in
1999. Since then she has served as the Political
Counsellor and Deputy Head of Mission in
Kenya (accredited to Uganda, Burundi, Rwanda,
Somalia, and Eritrea). She was also Canada’s
Deputy Permanent Representative to the United
Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP)
and to the United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements (UN-HABITAT). She was Canada’s
High Commissioner to Bangladesh 2005-2008
and then Ambassador to Zimbabwe and Angola
and High Commissioner to Botswana. Since
returning to Canada in 2011, she has been the
Director General for Consular Operations,
Director General for Mission Operations and
Client Relations, and Inspector General for
Global Affairs. She was appointed Ambassador to
the Czech Republic in October 2016.
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Although constituting about a half of the world’s
current population, women are still grossly
underrepresented in politics, diplomacy, and
positions of power. Taking into account the so-called
Western world, women should have equal rights
as well as responsibilities. So why there are so few
women in high positions? And why do they often
have to face belittling, ageism, sexism, harassment;
and why is the way they got to their position so often
questioned, as if they could not make it on their
own, or worse? Why do societies and the media
care more about what they wear and what they
look like, rather than what they say? And why are
there so many double standards? One day, women
look too fierce, and the next day, they look too soft
to be in politics. At other times, they are criticized
for not having children, while in the next second,
they get criticized for being too family-oriented
to be in top-level politics. It is 2017, so isn’t it time
we stopped questioning why women should be
equally represented and started supporting political
emancipation? After all, more diversity cannot hurt.
Now this is not to say that men do not suffer from
injustice, objectification, or sexual assaults. They
do, too, and especially in case of sexual assault,
they face the huge stigma of publicly admitting
being a survivor. Moreover, the debate does
not end with emancipating women. It needs to
continue with equal rights for all members of
ethnic and religious minorities, as well as members
of the LGBTQA+ community, and their access to
political representation. However, considering the
most basic binary our society still tends to rely
on, this article shall talk about women in politics,
diplomacy, and positions of power in the Western
English-speaking countries that could be perceived
as the traditional “Big Six”, consisting of Australia,
Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, the UK, and the
USA. After all, gender inequality is, just as senator
Güler Turan writes for OECD, one of the most
primitive and oldest forms of inequality. However,
as the topic is rather broad, the following article

offers maybe a slightly exhausting, yet not quite
exhaustive, snapshot into the wo emale politicians
in the Western English-speaking world.
What Does the Law Say?
The evolution of voting rights was not easy for
men either, as in many cases, the right to vote
used to be directly or indirectly connected to
one’s social status, ethnicity, and wealth. Take for
example the USA: African-American men gained
the right to vote thanks to the 15th Amendment in
1870, however, many of them could not in reality
exercise such until 1965 when the Voting Rights
Act eliminated obstacles such as the poll taxes
and literacy tests. Yet, it took another 50 years for
the Amendment number 19 to be ratified – the
Amendment that gave the women the right to vote
as well. As is to be seen in the “Political Milestones”
infographics, women in the English-speaking
world were given the right to vote in many cases
not even 100 years ago and then it sometimes took
some extra years for the first women to actually
be elected. After all, a DC-based political scientist
Maya Rockeymoore, upon reflecting on a question
she was asked in 2008 whether it was more likely for
an African American man or a woman to become
a U.S. president, remembers correctly predicting
an African American man to first secure the Oval
Office. Examining the 15th and 19th amendments,
she claims “men, regardless of race, have more
social status and power than women in the U.S.”.
In 2017, women in English-speaking countries can
hold the most senior political offices, yet not many
do. There have been, for example, only two female
Prime Ministers in the long history of the office in
Britain, which otherwise count 74 men to have held
the post since Sir Robert Walpole at the beginning
of the 18th century. And although women could
become sovereign monarchs, it was only in 2013
when the laws of succession to the British throne
changed the primogeniture clause and made the
succession not dependent on gender. Furthermore,
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in the U.S., there has never been a female POTUS,
while there is currently a male POTUS number 45
sitting in the Oval Office.

there are themes that go around in the world of
(Western) politics that many women can identify
with or relate to: having their looks and sartorial
choices discussed, having their age or qualification
questioned, being criticized for planning to
have or having children – or lack thereof, facing
harassment, sexual assaults, gender-related threats
and vulgarisms, or having to justify that they really
earned their position. Again, this is not to say men
– and of course minorities – do not have to face
similar issues too. However, a mere reading of
media outlets can show the striking discrepancy in
how male and female politicians are treated.

Positive discrimination and quotas tend to be
a sensitive topic regardless of the area they are
supposed to be enforced in. It is beyond the scope
and expertise of this article to examine their effects
and possible implications. Nonetheless, positive
discrimination aside, in 2017, it seems rather
absurd to still have to justify why women should
have equal treatment and opportunities as men in
the world of politics. Among other things, if only
part of the population is represented, how can
it be ensured that the rights and needs of those
who are under-represented are properly reflected.
Additionally, having more women aboard can help
penetrate the often-criticized political “men’s club”
establishment culture. Last but not least, women
can help with bringing new ideas and points of
view at the table. The list could go on.

The Face of Modern Politics
The world is becoming more and more diverse. The
question is: is the world of politics becoming more
and more diverse too? To answer the question, the
BBC conducted a rather interesting experiment in
the U.S. Congress. They put together a composite
image of every Congress member to see what
an average senator would like, finding out that
it is “very white and very male”. As is to be seen
in infographics on upper and lower houses1 in
parliaments in the Anglo-American world, their
composition is still very male-dominated. The
numbers do not reflect on ethnicity or religion, and
therefore they reflect only on the most basic gender
binary, yet, even the most basic gender breakdown
shows a clear disparity.

In 2017, it seems rather absurd to still have
to justify why women should have equal
treatment and opportunities as men in the
world of politics.
Quoting hard facts, about 50% of the population
and give or take 20% representation does not seem
balanced. During the 2015 election in Canada, Justin
Trudeau made a promise to make 50 per cent of his
future cabinet ministers women and he delivered.
Although much debate has been going on, thanks
to him, there is at least one closely-watched “case
study” of a balanced cabinet in the Western Englishspeaking world. While in 2017, the UK government
“has rejected all six proposals to give parliament
more equal female representation, prepared by
the Commons’ women and equalities committee,
including fines for parties that do not select enough
women as candidates,” purportedly because of
“additional regulatory burden” the regulation
would impose on parties, writes The Guardian. The
Obama administration, too, introduced legislation
and rules to increase gender parity, many of which
are now being quashed – and not only rhetorically
– by the current administration.
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Gender Bias: There and Back Again
The world can be a very small place, especially
so when examining phenomena across country
borders. This is not to say that the world can be
reduced into a Huntingtonian paradigm. Yet,

Additionally, a CNN series Badass Women of
Washington, in an interview with New Hampshire’s
senator Jeanne Shaheen, who also happens to be
the first woman in American history to be elected
both Governor and U.S. Senator, showed another
possible imparity: an idea that women might often
tend to run for an office with a goal to accomplish
something specific, not purely for the sake of
holding the office. In fact, Senator Shaheen ran four
campaigns for male candidates before she decided
to run herself. Dana Bash, the program’s editor,
highlighted another important point: women tend
to need to be asked to run, while men think that
they should.
(Wel)Come to the Dark Side
An Inter-Parliamentary Union research studied
sexism, harassment, and violence against women
parliamentarians. It showed that “by entering the
All the data reflects the situation of when the article was written.
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political domain women are shifting away from
a role that confined them to the private sphere
and are entering a world where their legitimacy is
sometimes challenged”, which might be triggering
a resistance. “Such resistance,” the authors write,
“can take different forms, such as sexist remarks,
intimidation or harassment.”
Indeed, sexual harassment and physical threats
are a sad reality that connects women across the
party lines as well as the world map. In the light of
the #metoo campaign that has taken social media
by storm in recent weeks, female politicians, too,
started speaking out. Although some of the cases
they mention happened before their political careers
began, there are stories that did not. Anne Jenkin,
Baroness Jenkin of Kennington, a Conservative
member of the House of Lords, remembers being
harassed “as a 22-year-old secretary at an almost
all-male parliament in the mid-70s”. In the light of
renewed attention to the issue, both the Speaker of
the House of Commons and Theresa May called for
zero tolerance of bullying and sexual harassment
in the Commons – a problem that is allegedly
deep rooted in the culture of Westminster. In
fact, there is reportedly a list of Westminster’s
MPs circulating with names of those accused of
harassment. Additionally, former UK Secretary of
State for Defence resigned in November 2017 over
his inappropriate behavior in past.
In Ireland, Joan Burton, a former Tánaiste2,
and some female TDs3 think that “the Dáil4 is
no Westminster, but it certainly is a boy’s club”.
Additionally, a junior minister Mary Mitchell
O’Connor spoke recently on the macho culture
in Dáil. Although not having experienced sexual
harassment herself – just as Mary Lou McDonald,
a Sinn Féin politician, said she has not noticed
the dark undercurrents in Dáil as seem to be the
case in Westminster – she asserts that she has
experienced being put down and her voice not
being listened as much, compared to her male
counterparts. However, the Taoiseach5, importantly
added that while “systemic bullying can never be
tolerated … ‘all forms of inappropriate behaviour,
boorish behaviour or obnoxious behaviour, don’t
necessarily constitute systemic bullying or sexual
assault so I think we have to bear them in mind’”.
Additionally, the lenses of what kind of behavior is
Deputy Prime Minister
Téachta Dála is a member of Dáil
The lower house
5
Prime Minister
2
3
4
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acceptable towards female politicians and women
in general is changing for the better. Yet, there is
a whole list of what Irish female politicians have
experienced while doing their job, some of which
not that long ago.
In fact, some experts say that with the rise of
populist, conservative, and nationalist parties and
politicians in Europe, there have been attempts
to limit women’s rights, including reproductive
rights. Additionally, the subsequent environment
might make it harder for women to face sexual
harassment, as their claims might be still
dismissed or even laughed off. Australia’s Anne
Aly, a Labor’s member, creates a similar link to the
Trump campaign and highlights how easily claims
of sexual harassment reported by women can be
dismissed, and not only when made against a wellknown men in politics.
Speaking of Donald Trump, the GOP and some of
its voters showed their color after one of the GOP
attempts to repeal Obamacare. U.S. Senators Lisa
Murkowski (R, Alaska), Susan Collins (R, Maine),
and Shelley Moore Capito (R, West Virginia)
voted against the repeal, and as a result, after the
repeal attempt failed, they started receiving threats
from general public as well as from some of their
male colleagues, including hints of a gun duel or
physical reprimanding. All this just for breaking
ranks. The subsequent Twitter storm, started by
Donald Trump’s Tweet, brought with it threats of
a physical, and often sexual, nature directed also
against other women in the thread. Moreover,
as Washington Post’s Elise Viebeck writes, “the
comments are particularly poignant, given that
Republican women in the Senate were excluded
from the chamber’s original working group on
health care”, whose decision would, among others,
have an impact on female reproductive rights.
Threats against politicians, both male and female,
are nothing new. Yet, threats against female
politicians of a sexual nature, are sadly symptomatic.
Their danger lies not only in what they imply, but
also in the fact that they can prevent women from
running for an office, or make them withdraw from
a run. Just as Kim Weaver, who was running for the
4th Congressional District in the 2017 U.S. House
race in Iowa did6. Additionally, as Kelly Dittmar,
6

However, she mentioned other reasons for withdrawing, too
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a scholar at the Center for American Women and
Politics at Rutgers University, argues, “these kinds
of comments undermine female leaders in the long
run. The fact they call out specific women marks
those women as outside of the norm. For those
who may question women’s capacity to be just as
qualified as elected officials, it mines that vein of
doubt or underlying bias”.
Everyday Misogyny
Women in positions of power – not only political,
however – could talk at lengths about the daily
misogyny they have to deal with, often related
to their looks. Some female Silicon Valley CEOs
even reported to have gone so far as to dye their
blond hair brown and ditch their contact lenses
and heels in order to beat the pattern recognition,
objectification, and draw as little attention to
their appearance, and thus to be taken seriously
and appreciated for their brains instead of looks.
Now, pattern recognition is something that female
politicians are not unfamiliar with. Additionally,
just as in the case of business women, they have to
fight against objectification and belittlement and to
fight for actually getting to speak. Barack Obama
recognized and noticed how women helped each
other in the White House in order to be heard by
“amplifying” – repeating a good point made by
another woman while crediting the originator –
and started to call on women more often.
There are articles being published on how to face
the so-called “manterruptions”. Although it raises
eyebrows that in 2017 we still need to be writing
guidelines for women on how to be heard, it is
hardly a coincidence that one such article appeared
after the Senate Intelligence Committee hearings
earlier in 2017 on Russian interference in the
2016 presidential election which catapulted the
California senator Kamala Harris (Dem.) into the
limelight. Harris used to be praised for her tough
approach in her 25-year legal career, but when
she applied such measures during the hearings,
she got interrupted several times in her allotted
time for questioning, admonished by fellow
male senators, told to be “courteous”, and later
even labelled “hysterical” by one former Trump
campaign adviser. Similar was the experience of
the Democratic senator Elizabeth Warren, who
was stopped from reading a three-decade old letter
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by Dr. Martin Luther King’s widow criticizing Jeff
Sessions, later resulting in an organic social media
flood of #ShePersisted and #LetLizSpeak.
Looks and Clothes Over Words
Clothing choices do carry meaning, especially so
in politics. There is meaning even behind Donald
Trump’s seemingly unfitting suits and ridiculously
long red ties. And there certainly is a meaning
behind Hillary Clinton’s iconic pantsuits. Yet, one
of the most often and most striking examples of
political sexism and sexism in politics is judging
women by their looks or exaggerating the role of
their clothes over their words and deeds. One does
not have to go far to start finding examples of such
behavior. The Guardian’s Morwenna Ferrier writes
that the fact that “we still place so much focus on
what women wear in the public sphere exemplifies
just how much gender roles continue to shape the
lives of female politicians – and moreover, how
the double-standards enforced on them put their
appearances as well as their politics squarely in
the spotlight”. The former UK chancellor, Ken
Clarke, agreed when he said that “it was ‘tedious’
that stories about what women politicians were
wearing featured in the newspapers” and that
he felt sorry for women in politics, as “men in
politics don’t have great news stories about what
they are wearing”. Of course, male politicians’
sartorial choices are discussed too, but almost
never in a manner comparable to the cases of
female politicians – in a way in which the fashion
discussion outshines the political discussion. This
was the case for example with Hillary Clinton,
whose clothes, makeup, and hairstyles during the
presidential debates were discussed by the media
sometimes more often than her speeches, unlike
it was the case with Donald Trump, although the
rhetoric skills and content were incomparable.

One of the most often and most striking
examples of political sexism and sexism in
politics is judging women by their looks or
exaggerating the role of their clothes over
their words and deeds.
Across the pond, Catherine, the Duchess of
Cambridge, is a patroness of many charities and

a mother of two, soon to be three, children. Her
position in the royal family, just as with the rest of
its members, does not lend her any executive role
in and over British politics. Yet, she is a member of
the family and the future queen consort, with her
public role giving her power to be an influencer.
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However, the media often choose to represent her
as an ornamental celebrity, rarely letting her words
to be heard, while constantly commenting on her
fashion choices. Undoubtedly, being a fashion icon
might be seen as part of the royal brand, however,
it should not outweigh the public work a member
of the royal family does, as perceived by the media
and the public.
This kind of treatment becomes even more striking
with female politicians who do have executive
power, like the current British Prime Minister,
Theresa May. In October 2016, when live on ITV1’s
Good Morning Britain, the Prime Minister was,
yet again, asked about her shoes, as she is known
to wear extravagant designer pieces. She rightly
answered that “It is interesting that people focus
on my shoes and I don’t think they focus on Philip
Hammond’s or Boris Johnson’s in quite the same
way. But look, do I regret the fact that people look
at my shoes? Hey, it gives me an excuse to buy new
shoes”. The final nail in the coffin was delivered by
one of the co-hosts, Piers Morgan, who asked about
the Prime Minister’s scone recipe, as she is known
to be a fan of The Great British Bake Off. This is
not to say that politicians cannot be asked about
fashion or food, but it is rather striking that such
questions were asked two days after announcing
the Brexit date, when more pressing issues might
have been asked about.
In 2016, Theresa May was not destined to take a
break, as the “trousergate” awoke “the kraken
of double standards in politics”. While David
Cameron’s bespoke £3,500 suits did not seem to
have caused that much fuss, May’s £995 leather
pants she wore during an interview for Sunday
Times unleashed a storm in the waters already
mudded by the Brexit talks. Surprisingly enough,
the storm was steered also by her female colleagues.
Nicola Sturgeon, Scottish First Minister, appeared
on a tabloid front page along Theresa May,
featuring “legs-it”. The two politicians, while
discussing “vital differences in their approach
to Britain’s exit from the European Union and a
possible second Scottish independence referendum
that could break up the United Kingdom,” featured
on the Daily Mail’s front page along the headline
that read: “Never mind Brexit, who won Legs-it!”,
as both the politicians were wearing skirts on the
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The Family Business
Women in politics – just as women in business
or any other leading roles – have to deal with
questions related to their family. Be it having or not
having children, having or not having a husband
or a boyfriend. It is important to remember that
presence or absence of children, just as the presence
or absence of a partner, does not define a female
politician, or any woman for that matter, especially
not in terms of their ability to do their job. Yet, the
press as well as the public seem to disregard such
arguments and keep making differences between
male and female politicians when it comes to the
question of family.

feature picture. As The Independent writes, “the
front page was condemned by a number of Labour
MPs. Yvette Cooper joked that the clocks had ‘gone
forward this weekend, not 50 years back’, while
former Labour Leader Ed Miliband wrote the
‘1950s called and asked for their headline back’”.
Although not a politician herself, but speaking
on a political matter, a world-renowned BritishLebanese human rights lawyer Amal Clooney
received her dose of disregard for her work while
talking in front of the UN in March 2017. There,
she delivered a powerful speech on the crimes
committed by ISIS, on mass graves, sexual slavery,
and genocide happening on the Yazidis. Yet, some
media outlets, including the Twitter account of
Time, focused rather on her baby bump showing,
as she was pregnant with twins at that time. In
2015, The Associated Press even identified her in a
Tweet as “Amal Clooney, actor’s wife”. Yet another
example of defining women: by their husbands.
Back to the Kitchen
Meet Tony Abbott, Australia’s former Prime
Minister, whose sexist gaffes seem to have been
part of his brand. Among his most “famous” lines
throughout his career feature gems such as: “What
the housewives of Australia need to understand
as they do the ironing is that if they get it done
commercially it’s going to go up in price and
their own power bills when they switch the iron
on are going to go up” in 2010; “I think it would
be folly to expect that women will ever dominate
or even approach equal representation in a large
number of areas simply because their aptitudes,
abilities and interests are different for physiological
reasons” in the 1970s; or his talking about the sexappeal of a Liberal candidate Fiona Scott instead
of her education and experience. When he was the
Opposition Leader before becoming the PM in 2013,
his ongoing sexism made then Prime Minister Julia
Gillard – the first woman in Australia to hold the
post – to give a speech to address his sexism against
women in general, as well as female politicians in
particular. Her speech was subsequently dubbed
The Misogyny Speech. The speech was lauded
by Hillary Clinton, who herself, during her 2008
presidential race heard a journalist saying “shut up
and go home”. Nonetheless, Abbott and his gaffes
are just one of the examples of how women – in
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For years now, Nicola Sturgeon has been subjected
to questions about not having any children. In
2016, she hoped honesty “might challenge some of
the assumptions and judgments that are still made
about women – especially in politics – who don’t
have children”. It led her to opening up about a
miscarriage she suffered when 40, adding that “she
was now prepared to discuss the circumstances
because she did not want young girls who
consider her a role model to conclude that she had
deliberately sacrificed parenthood for success as a
politician”. Not only she had to relive her pain, but
she also felt she had to publicly address the issue of
her not having the children so that girls did not get
the idea they will have to, one day, choose between
having a family or being in a leading role. Her
further response,
   “If the miscarriage hadn’t happened, would
I be sitting here as first minister right now? It’s
an unanswerable question. I just don’t know. I’ve
thought about it, but I don’t know the answer. I’d
like to think yes, because I could have shown that
having a child wasn’t a barrier to all of this, but
in truth I don’t know”, however, shows that the
dilemma between having a family or a career is still
on the table for women in politics.

as well as outside – of politics get called by fellow
men, often revoking the “traditional female roles”
or reducing them to such roles when deemed
convenient.

Presence or absence of children, just as the
presence or absence of a partner, does not
define a female politician, or any woman for
that matter, especially not in terms of their
ability to do their job.
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On top of the aforementioned bias, The Vox writes
that “the more ‘hostile sexist’ attitudes voters held,
according to research by political scientists Carly
Wayne, Nicholas Valentino, and Marzia Oceno, the
more likely they were to vote for Trump. Hostility
to women predicted voters’ support for Trump just
as strongly as racial resentment, and even more
strongly than affinity for authoritarianism”. They
continued that U.S. society “values women under
certain narrow conditions” and that “for many
voters, Trump’s toxic masculinity was a deep part
of his appeal”.

The same issue was addressed also by the current
Prime Minister of New Zealand, Jacinda Ardern,
upon becoming the Leader of Opposition in the
summer of 2017. The Labour politician, who became
the leader of the party in August 2017 was asked,
seven hours into the job, whether she was planning
to have children, as the country supposedly
deserved to know. Although personally open
about the issue and thus not taking an offense, she,
however, said, defending women of New Zealand,
it was unacceptable for women to be asked such
question in 2017. The exchanged sparked a debate
in New Zealand over sexism in politics as well as
in general, with many commentators noting “that
young male political leaders were never asked by
the media about how they would balance a political
and family life, though former prime minister
Helen Clark often was”.

A research – coincidentally conducted by Trump’s
alma mater – further shows that the Trumpian
treatment of women or bragging about some of the
deeds, embolden men and allow them to embrace
such conduct as a norm. After all, the aftermath
of the presidential race saw a flood of hate crime
and harassment across the U.S., although that wave
was mostly racially oriented. At the end of the day,
if the president of the United States does not have
a problem to retweet a gif in which he is hitting
Hillary Clinton with a golf ball or bragging about
physically assaulting women – later excusing it as
a “locker room talk” – what example does he set?
Sadly, even Canada’s Justin Trudeau, otherwise
hailed a champion of women’s rights, was deflecting
when asked shortly after Trump’s inauguration,
whether he perceives Trump as a misogynist.

The Predator-in-Chief
The 2016 U.S. presidential election showed that
voters, at the end of the day, did not mind as much
that one of the candidates was accused of, and even
recorded on a tape of being complicit to, sexual
misconduct, which only seems to top the long list
of his sexist remarks. Trump’s victory sometimes
resulted in comments that for some Americans, it
still was more acceptable to have a sexual predator
in the Oval Office rather than choosing a woman.
Although it is a gross simplification and Hillary
Clinton surely is not flawless, it sheds some light
on how the presidency has changed under Donald
Trump and what effects it might have on sexual
predators. In fact, the U.S. election race and its
result has a lot to say about misogyny, too.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the Supreme Court justice,
said that there is “no doubt” that sexism played
role in 2016 election. Hillary Clinton herself,
in an interview with CNN’s Anderson Cooper
pointed to the conundrum of female popularity
when in politics. She pointed to the fact that when
she worked for someone else – for example as a
Secretary of State – she was popular, while when
she became seemingly working for herself, as
presidential candidate, the viewpoint changed.
Again, the broader context always needs to be
taken account, and so it is the case with Clinton’s
presidential run, however, the dynamics she draws
attention to are hardly new and hardly unknown
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The Case of “The Nasty Woman”
A lot has been written about Hillary Clinton and
her presidential run. And there are many issues that
stand out. Again, Clinton is by no means flawless;
nobody is. Yet, the vitriol she has faced during and
after the election is unprecedented compared to
other unsuccessful presidential candidates, and
shows both American sexism as well as deeprooted misogyny against women in general.

to women in positions of power. She further added,
drawing attention to Sheryl Sendberg’s research:
“When a man is professionally successful, he is
seen as more likable. As a woman becomes more
professionally successful, she is seen as less likable”.

Hillary Clinton was an outstanding candidate
– she was both a first female nominee of a major
party as well as the first former FLOTUS to run for
president. However, she was not the first woman
to be a nominee – that was Victoria Woodhull in
1872 – who, not unlike Clinton, was “subjected
to intense personal scrutiny and judgment, of a
degree that male candidates did not experience”.
Additionally, “reporting of Woodhull’s activities
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would, as with female politicians ever since,
rarely fail to incorporate comments on her attire”.
Eventually, she was nicknamed “Mrs. Satan”,
while Clinton became “The Nasty Woman” and
“Crooked Hillary”.
Over 100 years after Woodhull, one can ask a
question whether we, as a Western society, have
moved forward. It is Maya Rockeymoore who
points out that “almost all of the most prominently
circulated political journalists are men” and thus
the assessment of Clinton – and consequently of
other female politicians – given by journalists, is
often through the male lenses”. She further writes
that in the “male-dominated system, the identity,
attitudes and perspectives of men are normalized
and affirmed while those held by women or
non-gender conforming individuals are actively
suppressed or pathologized”.
Owning the Labels
During the third presidential debate in 2016, Donald
Trump interrupted Hillary Clinton’s speech on the
topic of debt and entitlements saying: “Such a nasty
woman”. The “Nasty Woman” started trending on
Twitter and other social media networks, just as
the Warren hashtags did later in 2017, becoming
a “weaponized meme”. Moreover, it triggered
a viral flood of solidarity. The hashtag started
trending almost immediately, soon afterwards
“nastywomengetshitdone.com” was automatically
redirected to Hillary Clinton’s official campaign
page, and within an hour, “Nasty Woman T-shirts
— with proceeds benefiting Planned Parenthood —
were available for purchase,” writes The Huffington
Post, whose HuffPost Women even asked its “readers
if and why they identified as ‘nasty women,’ akin
to Clinton”. Similarly, People Magazine, Vox,
and Bustle called it “a battle cry”, “the best thing
Donald Trump has ever done for her campaign”,
“the female empowerment message Donald Trump
didn’t mean to inspire” respectively. During the
tense election cycle, facing both covert and overt
sexism, “the ‘nasty woman’ moment struck a chord
with many American women,” writes Emma Gray.
Additionally, it inspired an exhibition, proceeds of
which went also to Planned Parenthood, making it a
double rub of salt in the wound. The Nasty Woman
merchandise could be seen literally everywhere,
including the Saturday Night Live parody of
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the debate – and it was similar with the Elizabeth
Warren merchandise in February of 2017.
Who’s Your Backbiter
However, it would be a mistake to think that it is
only men who pile on women in politics. Female
journalists and female commentators can be harsh
on female politicians too. After all, the “Legs-it”
article was written by a woman journalist. And
also, one of the very vocal and at the same time
popular critics of Hillary Clinton is Tomi Lahren,
a 25-year-old woman from South Dakota. Even
Kellyanne Conway, Donald Trump’s counselor,
stressed that “it turns out that a lot of women just
have a problem with women in power”. Although
she agrees that “powerful women are judged
differently than men”, that women do face some
inherent disadvantages in the world of politics, and
that she has also experienced being deliberately
sidelined. It is Madeleine Albright’s famous line:
“There is a special place in hell for women who
don’t help each other!” that outlines the idea that
women should stick together and help each other
to ensure progress for other women. Yet, there are
scientific theories on why it is not always the case.
Nonetheless, the situation is slowly getting better
and there are now initiatives, think tanks, and
parliamentary and government committees
and departments that are dedicating their space
and time to female (political) emancipation.
Among others, there is a Minister for Women in
the Australian Parliament and a parliamentary
page dedicated to women in politics. There are
politicians like Irish MP Ivana Bacik who has
been vocal on women rights in Ireland and Irish
politics and who helped introduce gender quotas
in Ireland. Women also networked and launched a
grassroots community for Hillary Clinton in 2016,
such as Women for Hillary. In case of the U.S.
Congress, women try to stick together across party
lines. Senator Shaheen points out that women in
today’s Congress benefit from the efforts of two
former Senators: Kay Bailey Hutchison (R, TX)
and Barbara Mikulski (D, MD). The two senators
started a dinner club in which they regularly got
together women from the Congress, regardless of
their party affiliation. As a result, some bipartisan
legislation was passed, among the most important
pieces being the 1994 Violence Against Women
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Act, which was co-sponsored by all the women
senators. Celebrities and celebrity politicians like
Justin Trudeau support gender campaigns such
as HeForShe. The BBC launched a program 100
Women that also included political issues, while
CNN has Badass Women of Washington. The
British Conservative Party launched an initiative
Women2Win, successfully debunking one of the
myths that only the left-wing engages in political
feminism. The UN has an entire organization
on helping and empowering women called UN
Women. Georgetown has the Georgetown Institute
for Women, Peace and Security, there is Women
in International Security, and NATO, too, has
a Special Representative for Women, Peace and
Security. And in fact, even the labels such as “The
Nasty Woman” or the attack on Elizabeth Warren
resulting in #ShePersisted brought women, not
only in politics, closer together and showed the
poignant double standards for women in politics.
Femininity Lost; Femininity Regained
There is a lot of work that still needs to be done
to equalize women’s position in politics. It is also
important to look beyond one’s social and media
bubble, an issue that is becoming ever more urgent.
Mistakes of female politicians are often magnified
and there is a need to change both the perception
and narrative – not to be afraid that creating genderbalanced cabinet might backfire should it not – for
whatever reasons – work out. People in the position
of power need to encourage the change, regardless
of party affiliation, race, or religion – and there are
cases proving that change can be done. There is a
whole generation of male politicians who is turning
veteran. Without diminishing their contribution
to respective societies, maybe one day, their seats
might be filled by women. At the same time, none
of the measures should turn into a witch hunt –
either against men or women in politics – or make
women masquerade as men in order to get them
into the inner circles of politics. Representative
democracy should truly represent the population,
so let women represent. As women, but for both
women and men.
Markéta Šonková is with the Association for
International Affairs (AMO).
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American Presidential Crises
By Pavla Wernerová

While the president of the United States can be
considered to be the most powerful person in the
world, they are still not free to do anything they
want. The president is still limited by many factors
such as the Congress and the Supreme Court and
even by such factors such as public opinion or the
media. The role of the president is defined in the
Constitution. In spite of that, there are many grey
zones where the Constitution does not deal with the
issue linked to the presidency in more details. Since
crises related to the presidency were usually a result
of the lack of specificity in the Constitution, they
can be perceived as not only presidential but also
constitutional crises. What are the different kinds of
constitution crises? Are they any major differences
between them? And what are the examples of the
constitutional crises linked to the presidency in
history and by what were they caused?
The Rights and Limits of the President
Even though the position of the president can be
seen as a powerful one, the president is still limited
in many ways. Nevertheless, the president assumes
several important roles in the US politics, among
them the roles of Commander in Chief, chief
diplomat, chief executive, the head of State, main
legislator, voice of the people and the main judicial
officer. Even though these roles are very powerful,
the president is still limited when carrying out
these roles.
The US political system is based on the system
of checks and balances, which is a reference to
“the system that the US Constitution set up to
ensure that no one branch of government would
become too powerful.” The government of the
U.S. is “divided into three branches: legislative,
executive, and judicial” and “these three branches,
while independent, have actions that they can
take to ensure that the other two branches are not
misusing their power.” The president is a leader
of the executive branch. Based on this system,
the president is always controlled by other two
branches.
The role of the president is established in the
Constitution and “all his powers, both positive and

negative, duties, as well as rules and regulations
related to the presidential office are outlined in the
Second Article of the U.S. Constitution” (Šonková
111). The Article II, Section 1 says “The executive
power shall be vested in a President of the United
States of America. He shall hold his office during
the term of four years, and, together with the Vice
President, chosen for the same term, be elected,
as follows” and after that, the Electoral College
system is explained. In Article II, Section I there
are also mentioned the requirements for the
person who wants to assume the role of president.
These are that a person has to be a “a natural born
citizen, or a citizen of the United States, at the
time of the adoption of this Constitution,” at least
thirty-five years old and also has to be a resident
in the United States for at least fourteen years. The
powers, rules and regulations concerning the role
of the president are regulated or amended by the
following Amendments to the Constitution: 12th
(1804), 20th (1933), 22nd (1951), and 25th (1967)72
(US Constitution).
In spite of these great powers, the president is
still limited by many factors, such as “the U.S.
Constitution, the U.S. Congress, political parties,
bureaucracy in general, individual states’ and local
governments, courts, and increasingly – especially
since the 1970s onwards – public opinion, media,
interest groups, and obviously the time he is in the
office as well as information he has at his disposal,
together with the global environment” (Šonková
111). From these points, there can be seen that even
though the power of the president is huge, they are
still not free to do anything they want.
Constitutional Crises in History
As Julia Azari, an associate professor of political
science at Marquette University (WI, USA), points
out there are four types of Constitutional crises. These
crises are caused by the facts that “the constitution
does not say what to do,” “the Constitution’s
meaning is in question,” “the Constitution tells
us what to do but it is not politically feasible” or
that “institutions themselves fail.” While thorough
the history, there can be found many examples
in each of these categories, this article will focus
on the most important events which significantly
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influenced the presidency. In the history of the US,
many events can be found which radically changed
the way the presidency is perceived. Since this
topic is so wide, in this article, there are going to
be discussed the events which resulted in a change
of legislation, events which changed the rules of
the other branches of the government or which
resulted in a lawsuit against the president.
The Constitution Doesn’t Say What to Do
In her essay focused on the interpretation of the
US Constitution, Heather Whipps, an editor of
Live Science, mentioned the vagueness of the
Constitution. Nevertheless, “this vagueness has
one major advantage: It makes an 18th-century
document flexible enough to effectively serve a
21st-century society.” In spite of this flexibility,
there may arise one serious problem and that is
when the Constitution does not specially say what
approach should be taken, “such as when William
Henry Harrison became the first president to die in
office in 1841.” The problem was that “at the time, it
wasn’t clear whether the vice president should fully
assume the office or just safeguard the role until a
new president could somehow be chosen.” When
Vice President John Tyler took over the position of
the president, “no one was sure if he was the real
president or merely the acting president, nor was
anyone certain what should happen next. Tyler
asserted that he was, in fact, the new president, and
since then, vice presidents who have had to step
into service as chief executive have been treated
as fully legitimate, but early confusion took its toll
on the perceived legitimacy of Tyler’s presidency.”
Nevertheless, the 25th amendment which officially
settled the question was not accepted until 1967.
Until then, “informal precedents and practices
have filled in many of the gaps in the Constitution’s
text over time.” When the president was for some
reason not able to fulfill his position, the Vice
president took over his role and was perceived to be
a current president.

When Vice President John Tyler took over
the position of the president, “no one was
sure if he was the real president or merely
the acting president.”

US Presidential Crises
The problem of the president not being able to
fulfill his role has risen up many times, especially
in the events of the assassination of the president.
In US history, there have been 4 presidents who
have been assassinated during their presidency:
Abraham Lincoln (1861-1865), James A. Garfield
(March1881- September 1881), William McKinley
(1897-1901) and John F. Kennedy (1961-1963).
As was mentioned before, even though in the
Constitution, there was no mention that the vice
President becomes the President in the case of
something dire happening to the President (until
the introduction of the 25th amendment in 1967),
the Vice presidents had always taken the place of
the President following an assassination. The case of
a presidential assassination could be considered the
presidential crisis because in the Constitution, the
approach that should be taken had not been settled.
Only after the assassination of the J. F. Kennedy,
the amendment had been finally introduced
which settled the question of whether the vice
president becomes officially the president after the
assassination. When the amendment was being
discussed in Congress, there were two different
proposals being considered. The first one was the
Keating-Kefauver proposal which “would delegate to
Congress the power to determine when a President
would be considered disabled, and thus, unable
to carry out the responsibilities of the position.”
Nevertheless, this proposal was rejected because
of the concerns about the “abuse of authority by
Congress by giving them such power, and thus,
this proposal was rejected.” The second proposal
was the Bayh-Celler proposal which “stated that the
Vice President would become ‘Acting President’ in
the case the President would become disabled. It
also included procedures regarding the vacancy
of the Vice President office in such a situation.” At
the end, the 25th Amendment was based on the
Bayh-Celler proposal, even though it was slightly
ammended.
“The 25th Amendment, proposed by Congress
and ratified by the states in the aftermath of
the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,
provides the procedures for replacing the president
or vice president in the event of death, removal,
resignation, or incapacitation.” The length of the
presidency had already been limited a few years
before by the 22nd Amendment (1951) which stated
that “No person shall be elected to the office of the
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President more than twice, and no person who has
held the office of President, or acted as President,
for more than two years of a term to which some
other person was elected President shall be elected
to the office of the President more than once.” If a
Vice President became President “upon the death,
resignation or impeachment and conviction of
the sitting president”, they could “run for two full
terms in their own right if and only if they have
served less than two full years of the term of the
president they replaced. ”
Taking the 25th Amendment into practice could be
seen in the events following the Watergate scandal
in the 1970s, “first when Gerald Ford replaced Spiro
Agnew as vice president, then when he replaced
Richard Nixon as president, and then when
Nelson Rockefeller filled the resulting vacancy
to become the vice president.” There can be seen
that even though the Constitution is perceived as
the most important document when it comes to
the decisions about what is legally possible and
what is not, many events in US history influenced
the later amendments because the Constitution
in many cases lacked the instructions on what to
do (as mentioned above). After the approval of the
25th Amendment, there have been a few other cases
when the 25th was taken into practice, such as when
presidents needed to get anesthesia for medical
reasons and they gave power to their Vice presidents
when they were under treatment. Among them,
there were for example Ronald Reagan and George
H. W. Bush.
The Constitution’s Meaning is in Question. What
happens after that?
Two previous cases are not the only ones which
can cause a constitutional crisis, another one is the
fact that “sometimes the Constitution’s attempt
to address an issue is phrased in a way that could
allow multiple interpretations, leaving experts
disagreeing about what it means and making
it difficult or impossible to address a pressing
problem.” Even though there can be mentioned
several cases which are fitting into this category,
probably the most famous one is a crisis connected
to impeachment.
Impeachment is defined in Article II, Section 4
where it is stated that “the President, Vice President
and all civil officers of the United States, shall be
removed from office on impeachment for, and
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conviction of, treason, bribery, or other high
crimes and misdemeanors.” Nevertheless, it is not
specifically mentioned anywhere what is meant
by “high crimes and misdemeanors”. The vague
definition of the reasons for impeachment has arisen
as a problem several times. In US history, there have
been only two presidents who have been successfully
impeached by the House of Representatives, Andrew
Johnson and Bill Clinton. Nevertheless, their
impeachments were not approved by the Senate. At
the same time, “no president has been convicted of
the charges filed against him during impeachment
proceedings.”
The first president who was impeached by the
House of Representatives was Andrew Johnson
who was the 17th president of the United States.
His impeachment was based on his violation of
“the Tenure of Office Act.” The act “required Senate
approval before a president could remove any
member of his cabinet who had been confirmed
by the upper chamber of Congress.” Johnson “was
charged with breaching the Tenure of Office Act
after he removed the US secretary of war, Edwin
Stanton, from the cabinet.” The problem there
was the fact that “Johnson believed the legislation
was unconstitutional and wanted it to be legally
tried in the courts”. Nevertheless, “instead it
was the president, himself, who was brought to
trial.” Johnson was impeached by the House of
Representatives on “February 24, 1868” and then
“the case passed to the Senate.” At the end, “after a
two-month trial in the Senate he was acquitted by a
margin of 35 guilty to 19 not guilty - one vote short
of the two-thirds needed to convict.” As a result,
he was “not removed from office and in 1926 the
Supreme Court declared that the Tenure of Office
Act had been invalid.”
The second president impeached was “Bill Clinton
over the extramarital affair he had with White
House intern Monica Lewinsky.” On January 26,
1998, “Clinton uttered the now infamous denial:
‘I want to say one thing to the American people;
I did not have sexual relations with that woman,
Miss Lewinsky.’” In spite of his statement a few
months before, on August 17, “he testified before
a grand jury - the first time a sitting president had
done so - and admitted live on television that he
did indeed have an inappropriate relationship with
her.” Bill Clinton “was impeached by the House
of Representatives on December 19, 1998, on the
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grounds of perjury and obstruction of justice.”
There were two other charges, “a second perjury
charge and a charge of abuse of power,” but they
“failed to pass in the House.” Following that, “the
case then went to trial in the Senate, where, on
February 12, 1999, he was acquitted. A two-thirds
vote - 67 senators - were required to remove him
from office. In the end, 50 voted to convict him
for obstruction of justice and 45 found him guilty
of perjury. No Democrats voted to convict him on
either charge.”

vice president after Spiro T. Agnew “was forced to
resign from office in disgrace” because of his many
scandals. After Nixon resigned from office, Gerald
Ford became the 38th president of the U.S. For
these reasons, he was the first (and so far the only
one) “country’s [ . . . ] chief executive who was not
elected as either president or vice president.”

„Nixon announces the release of edited transcripts of the Watergate tapes,
April 29, 1974.“
National Archives & Records Administration, wikimedia commons, CC BY 4.0

Clinton’s impeachment trial in 1999.
C-SPAN screenshot, wikipedia.org, CC BY 4.0

There is another famous case which is worth
mentioning even though the situation did not result
in impeachment: the Watergate scandal. Richard
Nixon was one of the lead figures in the Watergate
scandal “in which his administration had tried
to cover up its involvement in the break in at the
Democratic National Committee headquarters in
Washington.” After he had been convicted of being
involved in the scandal, “impeachment proceedings
formally began on February 6, 1974, and, at the end
of July, three articles of impeachment against Nixon
were approved: for obstruction of justice, abuse of
power, and contempt of Congress.” Nevertheless,
“the trial never reached the House” because
“Nixon resigned on August 9, 1974, and handed the
presidency over to Gerald Ford.” In this case, there
is another fact worth mentioning. When Gerald
Ford became the 38th president of the United
States, at the same time he “became the country’s
only chief executive who was not elected as either
president or vice president.” Before he became the
president, he “served in Congress for 25 years.” In
1965, “he won the role of House minority leader”
and he “held this position until Nixon named him
vice president in 1973.” He took the position of

The Constitution Tells Us What to Do, but It’s Not
Politically Feasible
One of the examples which fit into this category is
when the “presidential elections produce contested
and confusing results.” The 2000 presidential
election can be seen as a clear example where
even though the Constitution offered the solution,
Congress did not use it.
The problem in the 2000 presidential election was
“when George W. Bush and Al Gore were separated
by just a few hundred votes in Florida, the tippingpoint state whose electoral votes would determine
the winner.” According to the first numbers,
“on election day, Gore won the popular vote by
over half a million votes.” Al Gore “garnered 255
electoral votes to Bush’s 246, but neither candidate
won the 270 electoral votes necessary for victory.”
The results of the election in some states “were too
close to call but it was Florida, with its 25 electoral
votes, on which the outcome of the election hinged.”
First, “based on exit polls in Florida, the news
media declared Gore the winner, but as the actual
votes were tallied, Bush appeared to command
the lead.” Later, “when 85 percent of the vote had
been counted, news networks declared Bush the
winner, though election results in a few heavily
Democratic counties had yet to be tallied.” When
the result in Florida was announced and it became
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obvious how closely George W. Bush won, several
disputes erupted. The first reason was that “Florida
state election law required a mandatory statewide
machine recount” and when “by November 10 the
machine recount was complete, [ . . . ] Bush’s lead
stood at 327 votes out of six million cast.” Also quite
a strong controversy was caused by paper ballots:
“County officials tried to discern voter intent
through a cloud of ‘hanging chads’ (incompletely
punched paper ballots) and ‘pregnant chads’ (paper
ballots that were dimpled, but not pierced, during
the voting process), as well as ‘overvotes’ (ballots
that recorded multiple votes for the same office)
and ‘undervotes’ (ballots that recorded no vote
for a given office).” The strongest controversy rose
in Palm Beach county where the “the so-called
butterfly ballot design” was used. This design“caused
confusion among some Gore voters” and many of
them were prompted to “inadvertently cast their
votes for third-party candidate Pat Buchanan,
who received some 3,400 (some 20 percent of his
total votes statewide).” At the end of November,
“the Florida state canvassing board certified Bush
the winner by 537 votes.” Nevertheless, it still was
not the end because “the Florida Supreme Court
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decided (4–3) to order a statewide manual recount
of the approximately 45,000 undervotes—ballots
that machines recorded as not clearly expressing
a presidential vote—and accepted some previously
uncertified results in both Miami-Dade and Palm
Beach counties, reducing Bush’s lead to a mere 154
votes.”
The Bush campaign became worried about the
recounts of the votes since it could completely
change the result of the election, they “quickly filed
an appeal with the U.S. Supreme Court, asking
it to delay the recounts until it could hear the
case; a stay was issued by the court on December
9.” After a few days, it was concluded “that a fair
statewide recount could not be performed in time
to meet the December 18 deadline for certifying
the state’s electors” and as a result, “the court issued
a controversial 5–4 decision” (the case which was
called Bush v. Gore ) “to reverse the Florida Supreme
Court’s recount order, effectively awarding the
presidency to Bush.” Thanks to winning Florida,
“Bush narrowly won the electoral vote over Gore

Maybe taking into account this event in
history, the House of Representatives
decided not to get involved in the 2000
presidential election.
by 271 to 266—only 1 more than the required 270
(one Gore elector abstained).” In spite of that, Gore
“won the popular vote over Bush by some 500,000
votes,” which was “the first inversion of the electoral
and popular vote since 1888.” After the Supreme
Court “ended the dispute in Bush’s favor”, Al Gore
“gave a televised statement announcing that while
he disagreed with the decision, he would accept it.”
As Julia Azari points out, “in this case, the court
arguably created a constitutional crisis by stepping
in where it wasn’t technically needed, but Gore’s
acceptance of the decision defused the situation.”
The situation may have been much worse: “had
Gore refused to abide by the decision, the crisis
could have become far more serious.”
When the result of the presidential election is
unclear, there are several solutions to the problem
within the Constitution. In the 2000 presidential
election, “Congress could have decided which
of Florida’s electors to recognize, or Congress

„2000 Palm Beach County voting stand and
ballot box.“
Infrogmation, wikipedia.org, CC BY 4.0
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could have determined that neither candidate
had achieved a majority in the Electoral College
and let the House of Representatives decide on a
president (per the process spelled out in the 12th
Amendment).” Even though these solutions would
certainly be constitutional, they would create
“a significant legitimacy crisis for the new
president.” This problem became obvious the
last time the House of Representatives chose a
president in 1824. The decision of the House of
Representatives was “widely decried as corrupt
and created a massive backlash against John
Quincy Adams’ administration.” Maybe taking
into account this event in history, the House of
Representatives decided not to get involved in the
2000 presidential election. Politicians can often
make decisions based on the experience from the
past events in the history.
Institutions Themselves Fail
As Jack Pinkowski mentions, “when James Madison
wrote the U.S. Constitution in 1787 he intended the
system of Checks and Balances to operate in such
a way that by separating the powers of different
institutions “tyranny of the majority” would be
countered. The problem is that the system of checks
and balances doo not always work like that. “Due
to partisan polarization, individual corruption,
or any number of other reasons, sometimes the
political institutions in these arrangements fail”
and they send “the governmental system into a
crisis.” Examples of this type of crisis can be seen
in recent events happening during the Trump
administration. In January, “Trump signed
an executive order barring people from seven
majority-Muslim countries from entering the
United States,” even though most of them were
legal permanent residents of the U.S. After Trump
had signed his executive order, many people
coming from the seven countries mentioned in the
order were detained by the Customs and Border
Protection agency after they arrived in the U.S.
Soon after that, “two federal judges, Ann Donnelly
of the Eastern District of New York and Leonie
Brinkema of the Eastern District of Virginia” made
rulings that “the travelers detained by Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) had a right to see
lawyers.” The famous example which happened at
Washington Dulles International Airport showed
that this could lead to a constitutional crisis. Even
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though the detainees had the right to see a lawyer
(many of them were waiting at the airport for their
would-be clients), they were not allowed to. Most
of the people, even those that were disabled, were
detained for several hours and they were not cared
for properly. The problem even went so far that
New Jersey Senator Cory Booker showed up at the
airport. He tried to negotiate with the CBP officials
and even though he was not very successful, he
made a speech where he mentioned that “it’s a
Constitutional crisis, where the executive branch is
not abiding by the law.” In this case, there could be
clearly seen that the institutions were not working:
“an executive agency was defying the ruling of a
federal judge, and a U.S. senator was trying—
unsuccessfully—to make that agency comply.”
Even though in the end, all of the detainees at the
airport were released, the issue showed what can
happen when the different branches of power do
not comply with each other.
Trump v. Constitution
Even though it is hard to judge Donald Trump
since he has not been the president for very long, he
has already caused at least one of the several types
of constitutional crisis and has also broken many
precedents which were common for the previous
presidents of the U.S., even though they were not
officially settled in the Constitution.
One of the precedents which Donald Trump broke
is not releasing his tax returns and he is “the first
president in modern times to refuse to do so.”
Now and even before becoming president, he has
always given reasons why he cannot release them,
such as for example that “his most recent return is
under audit” and “when that audit concludes, he
will release the return” (even though for example
Richard Nixon released his tax returns even
during an audit). In spite of that, he still has not
released them, which may be a problem since he is
now discussing a tax-reform proposal and without
releasing his tax returns, it may not be clear how
much advantage he will gain from that.
Another example when president Trump has
been breaking precedents concerns his Twitter
account. Even though his Twitter account has been
infamous for “blasting out thousands of tweets
directly to his millions of followers,” in August, he
retweeted “a Fox News story claiming US satellites
detected North Korea moving anti-ship cruise
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missiles to a patrol boat.” Only a few hours after
that, “US Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki
Haley indicated that the information in the report
is classified and was leaked.” Trump’s Twitter
account is not the only place where he shares secret
information. In May, he was accused of “reportedly

Bill Clinton shaking hands with future president Donald Trump at Trump
Tower in 2000. Clinton Presidential Library, wikipedia.org, CC BY 4.0

sharing ‘codeword classified’ information with
the Russian ambassador.” The information which
was “related to the use of laptops on aircraft” was
“understood to have been passed to the Americans
by an ally who had apparently chosen not to share
it with Moscow.” To defend himself, Trump said
that “he ‘had the absolute right’ to tell the Russians
‘acts pertaining to terrorism and airline safety.’”
Nevertheless, Trump’s acts are probably not
unconstitutional because under the Constitution
“Mr Trump would have to be helping a country that
the US is at war with in order for it to be considered
treason.” In the Constitution, “Article 3, Section 3
[ . . . ] states: ‘Treason against the United States,
shall consist only in levying War against them,
or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid
and Comfort.’” Since Donald Trump “would have
to be actively ‘levying war’ or providing ‘aid and
comfort’ to an enemy in order to build a treason
case”, it is hard to accuse him of anything.
Apart from the issues mentioned above concerning
president Trump, there are a few other issues
which, even though are not unconstitutional, may
not be perceived as completely ethical. One of
them is concerning Jared Kushner, son-in-law of
president Donald Trump who “has occasionally
used a private email account for correspondence
with fellow administration officials.” The irony in
this issue can be seen in the fact that “during his
campaign, Trump repeatedly criticized Democratic
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opponent Hillary Clinton for her use of a private
email server to send and receive email during her
time as secretary of state.”
Another important issue concerns Trump’s
businesses and the potential conflict of interest
which may arise from that. In the past, it was
common that US Government Officials placed
their assets in blind trust so that it does not pose a
potential conflict of interest. In spite of that, Donald
Trump announced last year that his children would
run his businesses via blind trust, which can be
seen a contradiction because his children can
still influence the president’s decisions. Several
members of his family are working now as advisors
in the White House which provides ground for a
strong conflict of interest. Even though he put his
businesses in a trust, Trump is still financially tied

One of the precedents which Donald Trump
broke is not releasing his tax returns and
he is “the first president in modern times to
refuse to do so.”
to many of them and as many people point out, he
“appears to be monetising the presidency.” One of
the examples can be seen in the June 28 donor-event
which was focused on fundraising for Trump’s
2020 campaign and which took place in one of his
hotels. This is not the only example where Trump
used one of his businesses for organizing events
during his presidency. There can be seen that even
though before becoming the president, Donald
Trump mentioned that he would put his businesses
in the blind trust, it did not prevent him from using
his businesses for presidential purposes.
Even though Donald Trump has not caused
anything so far that would lead him to
impeachment, he has done many things which can
only add up to a presidential and constitutional
crisis. Donald Trump still has more than three
years of his presidency to go, but anything can
happen during the period of a presidency that can
cause a constitution crisis.

Even though he put his businesses in a trust,
Trump is still financially tied to many of
them and as many people point out, he
“appears to be monetising the presidency.”
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The Importance of Public Monuments

Public Sculpture and Nationalism:
The Not-Only-Visual Re-Birth
of Irish Identity
By Markéta Šonková

The summer of 2017 saw many upheavals. The
U.S., too, experienced many. One of them was a
public fight over the fate of Confederate statues
and monuments. It was the white supremacists’
rally in Charlottesville, Va. which turned violent
that renewed attention to these statues. Since then,
they have been coming down across the U.S. Public
monuments have an interesting role in any society –
they represent a link to a nation’s memory and past.
However, issues arise when the memory represented
by the statues are omnipresent reminders of the
grievances of the past. That has been the case not
only with the U.S. in 2017, but in other times of
national fragility or rebirth. Such as in Ireland at
the turn of the 20th century.
Public sculptures, as a part of national cultural
heritage, tend to bear signs of political and cultural
moods of a particular era. Literature, music,
political speeches, or various cultural and national
movements, they all possess powerful means of
expressing nationalist intentions. However, public
sculptures represent one of the most obvious and
– at the same time – persistent means of how to
preserve or revive history. In Ireland, the reflection
of nationalism in public sculptures evolved
slowly from the pre-1840s predominantly English
imperial themes, through the presence of both
national and imperial motifs in the second half of
the 19th century, up to the early 20th century purely
Irish national themes that followed the creation
of the Free State. The last phase also witnessed a
destruction or dismantling of those monuments
that reflected the British past of Ireland.
The 19 century saw a rise of nationalist
movements across Europe. In Ireland, the 19th
century additionally saw the creation of a separate
Irish cultural and national identity. As such, the
connection between the Irish political fight for
independence and cultural revival was more than
profound. As Declan Kiberd states:
th

The relationship between politics and culture
in Ireland, by way of contrast, was dialectical.

O’Connell Monument by John Henry Foley
(photo by GrahamH, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 3.0)

   The institution of literature was not just a
storehouse of lore and wisdom over centuries for a
dispossessed people; it was also a kind of dynamo,
gathering energies into focus and releasing more
(Kiberd 277).
Kiberd (277) also highlights that “Ireland’s
successful declaration of political separation
occurred after, rather than before, those assertions
of cultural independence,” which signalled – also
in the light of the above-mentioned – a significant
connection between the two driving forces, with
public monuments playing an important role in
those processes. Thus, the 19th century in Europe,
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as well as in Ireland, can be perceived as “the era
of public monument, representing shared values
such as patriotic ideals or individual achievements
in politics, war or the arts” (Turpin 63). Such
monuments, often inspired by French RomanticRealist style, were very often “naturalistically
modelled bronze figures, representing abstract
virtues or heroic individuals, [which] had a
compelling immediacy of realistic observation, yet
this was governed by a larger ideological purpose”
(Turpin 63).

Historic photo of O’Connell Monument by John Henry Foley, date
1889-1892 (photo source National Library of Ireland on The Commons,
Wikimedia Commons, no known copyright restrictions)

Nonetheless, the evolution of public monument in
Ireland is of a particular interest, as it managed to
reflect – within a mere one hundred years – so radical
a shift. First came the shift from public statues
celebrating common imperial – that is British –
values, such as the statues of William of Orange or
all four Georges (O´Dwyer). It was followed by the
period of both British and newly emerging Irish
national motifs, such as the John Henry Foley’s
O’Connell1 Monument from 1882, along with
the memorial of Queen Victoria celebrating her
Diamond Jubilee in 1897. The evolution concluded
after the creation of the Free State, when only Irish
1
Daniel O’Connell was Irish nationalist and political leader in the first
half of 19 th century.
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statues were being created and the older ones, such
as those portraying the English kings, started to
be, in the better case scenario, dismantled or sold,
such as the one of Queen Victoria, which was
shipped off to Australia (The Daily Telegraph),
or in the worse case scenario, they were attacked
and destroyed (O’Dwyer). It is interesting to note
that the anti-British mood in connection to statues
and monuments has persisted until recently, as
in 1987 a British statue by Antony Gormley was
destroyed in Londonderry (McCann).
I
n the case of public monuments, the location, just
as the motif, constitutes an important element of
national identity building. Thomas Davis proposed
that in 19th century Ireland, “the erection of a
public monument was one of the most direct ways of
realising . . . ambition of putting culture to political
use” as he noticed that “great figures would [thus]
become familiar, inspire collective confidence
and right action” (Davis in Hill 55). Further, the
importance was vested in style and design. As
Judith Hill notes, the statues were supposed to
have clear political message, so that “the portrait
statues of Irish figures were easily comprehensible
to the English and the impression they gave was of
a desire for acceptance on largely English terms”
(Hill 68). Additionally, the message should have
been clearly understandable for both British and
the Irish. At the same time, however, the statues
should have shown heroism and determination of
the Irish people. In effect, the public monuments
were designed to be a link between the best from
the past – that is of the “indomitable cultural
identity going back to Gaelic (and, implicitly,
Catholic) roots” (Foster 189) – and its reflection
and repetition in modernity. Such attempts were
also symbolically reflected in 1916 when “many of
the young men who joined the rebels of 1916 did
so in belief that they were re-enacting the sacrifice
of Cuchalain”2 (Kiberd 278). It is thus no surprise
that Oliver Sheppard’s “Death of Cuchulainn” was
chosen by Eamon de Valera3 in the 1930s as the
memorial of 1916 Easter Rising (Turpin 73).
With the establishment of the Free State, the
attempts of cultural revival as well as the “former
revolutionary attitudes were transformed into
official state ideology . . . with consequences for
public sculpture and state commissions” (Turpin
2
Cúchullain is Irish mythological hero who was the “central figure of
the Ulster Cycle, a series of tales revolving around the heroes of the
kingdom of Ulster in the early 1st Century.”
3
He commanded the Easter Rising, was a member of Sinn Féin, founded
Fianna Fáil, and ultimately became the 3rd president of Ireland.
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62). The politicians were aware of the importance
of public presentation of the new ideals, and as
Mike Cronin states:
Beyond the business of politics, the creation of
the instruments of governance and order, and the
complexities of independent Ireland’s place within
international and Anglo-Irish affairs, many Irish
politicians and administrators sought to embody
the ethos and image of the new state on a variety of
public stages (Cronin 396).
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for ideological celebration” (Turpin 63). Moreover,
Sheppard was also committed to the cultural
revival – the literary revival in particular – and
thus the entire concept of celebrating everything
Irish was in case of his oeuvre fully interconnected.
It was particularly reflected in the 1890s, when he
sent part of his work with Celtic themes – some of
which was based on his literary idols, such as W. B.
Yeats – to the exhibitions of the Royal Hibernian
Academy in Dublin (Turpin 64).
Turpin points out that after the Free State was
established in 1922, the form and shape of the
monuments changed again:
Successive Free State governments wished to
have visible embodiments of their authority by
celebrating their heroes – Sheppard’s O’Higgins
represented the steely face of law and order up
against political anarchy; Pearse symbolised the
inspirational vision of a new state; while Brugha
represented the most extreme and ‘pure’ vision of
republicanism. (Turpin 73)

The Queen Victoria statue by John Hughes, currently located outside
the Queen Victoria building in downtown Sydney, Australia (photo by
Bjørn Christian Tørrissen, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 3.0)

better the location, the clearer message the statue
represented, and the more people would see it or
pass by on regular basis, the more probable it was
that those very people would start to realize the
importance of their national pride and identity.
Last but not least, erections or unveilings of
those monuments served as an opportunity for
politically oriented speeches, which were, too, an
essential part of the entire process. Just as Nuala
C. Johnson mentions that “the significance of these
monuments, rests . . . in their popular appeal and
the debates that surrounded their construction and
unveiling” (Johnson 78), although it is undoubtedly
true, just as at any other age, that sometimes
those speeches rather exploited the moment to
gain support for the political nature of the thing
(Turpin). Nevertheless, the above-mentioned
processes and elements as a whole helped to create
the power the public monument in Ireland in the
19th and early 20th centuries needed, and ultimately
had.
In May 1843, The Nation wrote:
The time is coming when, in the streets of Dublin,
we will have monuments to Irish patriots, to Irish
soldiers and to Irish statesmen. We now have
statues to William the Dutchman, to the four
Georges — all either German by birth or German
by feeling — to Nelson, a great admiral, but an
Englishman; while not a single statue to any of the
many celebrated Irishmen whom their country
should honour adorns a street or a square of our
beautiful metropolis. (Hill 55)

That is by public monuments, for example. The
prominent authors during the transformation
which took place from the late 19th century up to
the establishment of the Free State (and onwards)
were Oliver Sheppard, John Hughes, and also John
Henry Foley. Even though the last one mentioned
did not live to see a free Ireland, his O’Connell
Monument was one of the most important statues
during the dual period of monument building.
Both Sheppard and Hughes shared many features
of their early lives. They were both born in the
same year, studied at the same place, both were
influenced by the French style, and they both
“introduced what the British critics of the day
called The New Sculpture which swept away any
lingering neo-classical tendencies” (Turpin 63).
This New Sculpture bore signs of “RomanticRealist” motifs, which were “ideally suited to
ideological subjects in demand by nationalist
and unionist patrons. While the New Sculpture
was naturalistic it was also symbolist with strong
emotional currents that made it ideal as a vehicle
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The Queen Victoria statue by John Hughes at its original location in
Dublin, Ireland, date circa 1908 (photo source National Library of Ireland
on The Commons, Flickr.com, no known copyright restrictions)

As was already mentioned, the importance of
the public monument lied not only in the shape,
form, and theme of the statue, but the importance
also lied in the place where the statue was located.
The main town axes, places of maximum visibility,
and also the places which were considered to have
symbolic value, were chosen for erection of Irish
celebratory monuments. Judith Hill even mentions
that “sculptural style was less a signifier of political
allegiance than site” (Hill 61). In other words, the

The time The Nation wrote about had indeed
come and the entire transformation took less
than a century since the statement was published.
Although the change of public monuments was
not immediate, it evolved gradually, but lastingly.
It naturally came hand in hand with the revival
of Irish national, cultural, and political awareness
and it is probably thanks to the union of all those
elements, why the revival as such was so successful.
Therefore, it is always important to realize what
public monuments symbolize and what was the
message behind their creation and erection to
understand their power and why some might find
their existence, or mere location, unbearable.
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The article builds on the author’s essay written at
University College Cork, Ireland in 2012.
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Report from the 58th International

Buzz (2017, USA) - The winner of the audience
award won people’s hearts with its humour and
a beautifully shot portrayal of two friends who
salvage their dysfunctional relationship by finding
themselves a man. The love triangle is a reminder
that there is something a little twisted in each of
us and no one should cast the first stone or point
fingers when all involved are satisfied and happy.

Short Film Festival Brno 16
By Barbara Ocsovayová

of the featured films. A juxtaposition of Milk and
Anchorage Prohibited could be put as an example
in terms of production.

Photo by Michaela Dvořáková

Brno16, or B16, in Czech “Brněnská šestnáctka”,
is an international festival of short films. In the
beginning, the festival only featured films with a
16mm format but now includes other formats as
well. The filmmakers range from professionals to
students. The topic for this year’s festival was “We
Are Family”.
The topic of family could be seen in some of the
movies though most varied in their themes and
went as far from “family” as one could. One
example was a Finnish film called Halko about an
actor and his “nether regions”.

Lastly, the 58th year for the International Short
Film Festival B16 brought an insight into an array
of current topics such as the refugee crisis and
economic hardship. Despite its relocation from
Kino Art to Sál Břetislava Bakaly, it attracted its
desired audience. Yet, the information in leaflets
and posters in Brno provided scant information
about the festival itself and almost no information
about the films shown besides what could be found
on the website or the facebook page.This lack of
information could put-off a fresh wave of filmgoers.
A welcome addition would also be a word or two
from the directors who did not manage to come
to the festival as their insight could have been
valuable in terms of an understanding of the topics,
production and ‘look’ of their work. The B16 family
is a strong one, but something should be done to
make it more welcoming to outsiders who have not
heard of the festival.
You can read a couple of short reviews on the
following page.

There was a wide selection of nations represented
in the festival including Argentina, Taiwan and
many European countries. A nice addition to some
“BLOKK”s – clusters of films – were the discussions
that allowed the audience to discuss films with the
directors. These insights helped with the audience’s
understanding of the films and helped convey
some more insight.

Courtesy of B16

Home (2016, GB) - A short film about the refugee
crisis. A British family shows with striking reality
what a majority of refugees must endure.

Courtesy of B16

Voyage Spatial (2016, Canada) - One of the shortest
films mentioned revolves around love, love and
again, love. But it so happens that a specific type
of wording and vocabulary type is chosen, making
this film an enjoyable experience.

Courtesy of B16

Arrival (2016, USA) - A film that drew a good laugh
from the audience. This short film played it safe with
a satirical look at 1950s America. The film’s slight
gradation leads to an absurd, yet understandable
ending.

Courtesy of B16

As there was no criterium for the films other than
them being short, various differences in the quality
in production, directing, acting and camera work
led to a strange mixture of films. The differences
were striking, and one could wonder if that was not
for the worse in terms of the audience’s judgment
Hosts Ester Geislerová a Johana Švarcová,
photo by Michaela Dvořáková

Courtesy of B16

Czarnoksieznik z krainy U.S. (2016, Poland) - This
was one of the most memorable films shown at
the festival. It takes place in Hollywood, USA and
showcases a collection of pop-culture references
as well as the cliche of a young girl wishing to
become an actress in Hollywood. On top its quality
production and concept, the film foreshadows
Hollywood’s current sexual scandals and thus
leaves a lasting impression on its audience.
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Howdy!
A Letter from Central Texas
By Tomáš Kačer, PhD.

Letter from Abroad
to the Department and they replied within a few
minutes that yes, they were willing to host me. I
couldn’t be happier, because the Department has a
great reputation.
Harry Ransom stores millions of artefacts from my
field and period and has a very helpful staff. You
can check their website here. Besides permanent
collections, there are exhibitions and talks. We get
Pulitzer Prize winners (one of them, the playwright
Lynn Nottage is giving a talk today – but I must
finish this letter first!) and everyone is hoping to
see the latest Nobel Prize laureate, Kazuo Ishiguro,
whose archival collection has been at Harry
Ransom for some time now.
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I will be going through playwrights’ drafts and
notebooks, critics’ journals and correspondence
and practitioners’ sketchbooks.

Statues of Confederate personalities were taken down a few days
before my arrival. Four empty pedestals were left.

Each morning I leave my house and then I need
to choose where to go. I have my own office at the
Department, but it is hopelessly empty. Good for
work, bad for socializing. On the other hand, there
is a coffee room around the corner from my office
with free coffee and snacks in the morning. Good
for socializing, bad for work.

The best thing about going to the United States as a
research affiliate is that you have time for research
only and don’t have to deal with students. Well –
it’s not true. I may have got plenty of time to carry
out research and to spend with my family, but at
the same time I’m missing teaching and contact
with students at all levels. Let me give you my
perspective of where I am, what I’m doing there
and how things work there.
I’m at the Department of English at the University
of Texas at Austin as a Fulbright researcher. My
research project is in the field of American drama

and theatre, just like it was at home. The difference
is that there is the world’s best research facility
in my field here on campus – the Harry Ransom
Humanities Research Center. You can actually see
it from window of my building. That’s how close
it is.
I sometimes joke about it and say that I chose
Austin because of Harry Ransom (everybody
understands this reason as a given) and then made
a circle around it on the map and found Calhoun
building, which happens to be a home to the
Department of English. In reality, I sent an email

UT Tower is the Dominant of the University.
My building is just next to the staircase below.

I focus on whatever they have on American drama
and theatre before 1917. There are several hundred
boxes of this, so I need to economize and be very
picky. After all, it takes about a whole day of work
to go through one box and I need to be done before
Christmas – only to jump to boxes storing material
of the following period. I’m interested specifically
in a transfer of avant-garde dramatic and theatrical
practices from continental Europe to the United
States (via Great Britain, of course) and see, how the
word “avant-garde” or “Modernist” disappeared
from practitioners’ vocabulary. For this reason,

I focus on whatever they have on American
drama and theatre before 1917. There are
several hundred boxes of this, so I need to
economize and be very picky.
Or, I can go to Harry Ransom. Or, I can go to any
of the three libraries that have collections of my
stuff: materials in British and American literature,
drama and theater history.
There is the Perry-Castaneda central library where
halves of the third and sixth floors are humanities
collections. This may seem not a lot, but as they say,
“Everything is bigger in Texas,” and this applies to
library collections too. To give you a perspective:
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Imagine a floor of the MU Faculty of Arts’ Central
Library. All the stacks there make for a letter in the
alphabet. Now, there are bulks of stacks lettered
A-N on each floor of the central library here.

Entrance door to my building

You definitely need a map on your first two or
three visits. Then, there are the Fine Arts library
(this one is comparable to the Faculty of Arts),
and the library of American History, which has a
lot more than just American history books. It is
overwhelming.
The Department here (besides being bigger)
reminds me a lot of our Department at home.
Professors are friendly (and helpful and nice – just
like in Brno) and the staff are really helpful, too.
You can study similar subjects here as in Brno in the
fields of British (and partly, American) literature
and culture. However, there is a huge difference:
they don’t have linguistics here. Nor do they teach
methodology or translation. All that needs to be
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studied at other departments. First, this was really
surprising for me: there are over sixty faculty at
the English department but only one of them is a
linguistics guy. And what’s more: he is German.
On the other hand, you have five professors in
Shakespeare and a lot of actual writers and poets.
I have gone to see a few classes, because teachers and

The lectures are open to everyone and
there are a lot of students who major
in other subjects that decide to take an
undergraduate course in the English
department
students are happy to have visitors. I was surprised
to see many classes taught as lectures. I understood
why when I came to an auditorium and found
around 200 students there. As usual, the lectures
are open to everyone and there are a lot of students
who major in other subjects that decide to take an
undergraduate course in the English department. I
wish we had more of this mingling at home!
On graduate levels, seminars are the standard. As
is common in the United States, most classes are 90
minutes long and take place twice a week. The class
experience is what one expects from an American
university: a lot of engaged discussion between
enthusiastic teachers and opinionated students.

Hook ‘em, horns!
The stadium has a capacity of a little over 100.000 seats.

“My” place in Perry Castaneda library (6th Floor)

Yet, technology is creeping in and I have seen a lot
of PowerPoint presentations in seminars, too.

The university campus is a city within a city.
With more than 40,000 students, it takes up
a whole neighborhood.
The university campus is a city within a city. With
more than 40,000 students, it takes up a whole
neighborhood. You can walk from one end to the
other in about 20 minutes, so most of students and
professors use bikes. It’s a bit hot for that, but it
rarely rains and it never gets really cold. You can
also ride public transportation, which is free for
UT students. These are great perks to a student life!
Despite being a bike commuter in Brno, I prefer
to walk here. After all, there is air-conditioning in
every building and I don’t want to risk catching a
cold. There is nothing more annoying than having
a cold when it’s 30 degrees out there!
I live in a neighborhood that is called Hyde Park.
It’s a great place for our two kids to grow up. It’s a
typical old-style American suburb with one-family
houses with small front and back yards. Our street
is full of graduate students, current professors or
retired professors. People play with kids in the
streets, walk their dogs, charge their cars (yes, Texas
is going electric – it’s the fastest growing industry
in the world’s eighth economy), recycle, make
compost and jog around. Take Bayerova street in
Brno and spread it out into a neighborhood with
one-floor houses – and you’ve got the idea. There
are so many hipsters everywhere you can’t see
chalkboard menus in cafés through glowing apples
on their laptops.

The best shot of “my” building I could take

I wanted to say so many things about Texas and how
fast it is changing and how none of the clichés are
true anymore (well, “Everything is bigger in Texas,”
that one holds). But I’ve been already storing them
for my course syllabus in Texas history and culture.
I guess you need to take that course if you want to
see some slides from my trips to the Gulf of Mexico,
the Big Bend national park and any of the twelve
water holes in Austin. Which reminds me: I need
to run now to make it for some outdoor swimming
to be back on time for the Pulitzer playwright talk!
Mgr. Tomáš Kačer, PhD
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Mgr. Tomáš Kačer, PhD. is an assistant professor
at the Department of English and American
Studies and the Department of Theatre Studies.
His academic interests include the history of
British drama UK, contemporary US drama and
also the theory of theatre and drama (especially
Czech structuralism, semiotics and narratology).
He is also a translator of novels and plays.
All photographs accompanying this article are
his own.

